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PREFACE

On December 22nd and 23rd, 1988, Symposium on "Production and
Target Interaction of Particle Beam" was held at Institute of Plasma
Physics, Nagoya University as a cooperate program of the Institute.
Since there were many international conferences in the field of
inertial confinement fusion in 1988, the symposium was planned to be
purely domestic, except the presentations by Chinese scientists who
were in Japan. The pulsed power technology looks to become more
important to supply a powerful energy driver because of the efficient
production of particle beam and its simple interaction with target
materials. On the other hand, particle beam application to industry
is increasing rapidly. You can imagine these facts partly from the
Symposium Program attached to this preface.
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Power plant by deuteron beams using indirect-driven target

Keishiro Niu

Department of Energy Sciences, the Graduate School at Nagatsuta

Tokyo Institute of "technology, Midori-ku, Yokoh;»na 227, Japan

An indirect-driven target is proposed to be used for

6-beam nonuniform irradiation of deuteron particles. The

target consists of 5 layers; tamper, radiator, smoother

(radiation gap), absorber (pusher) and solid DT fuel. The

fluctuation comes from nonuniform energy deposition in the

radiator layer. Through the smoother layer, radiative

energy transport from the radiator layer to the absorber

layer is expected to smooth out the temperature fluctuation

in the absorber layer. The total beam energy of 12 MJ is

launched to the target by 6 beams. In order to delete the

charge of the front edge of the propagating deuteron beam,

the electron beam is proposed to be launched to the target

with the same velocity and with the same number density at

the same time of the deuteron extraction form the diode. To

stabilize the beam propagation, the electron beam has a

rotation velocity which induces the magnetic field in the

propagation direction. The construction of the power supply

system whose total stored energy is 12 MJ seems to be not

difficult and to be economical.

§1. Introduction

Fusion power plant for electric output power of 1 GW

was proposed by using 6 proton beams ' . In the case of

light ion Beam (LIB), however, the nonuniformity of the beam

intensity on the target surface looks to be more than 10 %

due to the unbalance of the driver energies among modules

and so on. Here a proposal is given for the use of an

indirect-driven target, in which radiative energy transport

from radiation layer through radiation gap smoothes out the

temeprature fluctuation in the absorber layer. To extract

the fusion energy of 3 GJ from a target, the beam energy

should be 12 MJ. Since the deuteron has the double mass in
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comparison with the proton one, the deuteron beams are

proposed here to be used instead of the proton beams in

order to reduce the ion current.

About the beam propagation in the reactor cavity,
3 4 )rotating beams has been proposed to be employed ' . At the

front edge of the propagating beam, however, particles is

not sufficiently charge-neutralized, since the velocity of

beam propagation is faster than the electron thermal

velocity and the beam number density is very high . This

large amount of the charge at the front edge obstructs the

beam from focusing to a small spot and makes the beam

difficult for propagation. Here a proposal is given for

deleting this beam charge by launching the electron beam at

the same time. For the confinement of the propagating beam

in a small radius, the plasma channel with an azimuthal

magnetic field is used in the reactor cavity. In order to

induce a magnetic field in the propagation direction, which

stabilizes the propagation, the electron beam has a rotation

around the propagation axis. The electron current in the

azimuthal direction induces the magnetic field in the axial

direction.

§2. Indirect-driven target

In order to obtain a uniform implosion driven by the

uniform pusher pressure inspite of the nonuniform beam

energy deposition, an indirect driven target shown in Fig. 1

is proposed to be used . The outer part of the indirect-

driven target consists of two layers of tamper and radiator.

As beam deposits its energy in the radiator layer, the

temperature of radiator increases and emits the radiative

energy. In order to obtain the high radiative energy

density in comparison with the thermal energy, radiator is

required to consist of a high z material. Here lead is

used, same as that of tamper, from the point of view of its

small induced radioactivity and of its easy fabrication.

The kinetic energy of expansion of radiator layer decreases

the hydrodynamic efficiency of the target. The density of
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the radiator layer is chosen here to be 1/20 of the solid

density. In order to absorb 20 % (which is the optimum ratio

as a tamper) of the beam energy of deuteronon whose particle

energy is 8 MeV, the thickness of the tamper layer is Spb
=23.4 /A.m. The thickness of the radiator layer should be

27 57 u m for stopping all beam particles in the radiator
14layer. When the beam intensity is 4x10 W (beam energy is

12 MJ and pulse width is 30 ns) and the initial target

radius is 9.056 mm, the temperature of radiator reaches T
r a

=1.76 keV (the temperature of tamper layer is Tp. =500 eV and

the tamper is grey to supress the radiation leakage from the

tamper layer due to its high z) 2.4 ns after the start of

beam irradiation. The beam energy deposited in the radiator

layer balances with the work of radiator expansion (whose

velosity is 3.21x10 m/s) and with the radiative energy
14

transport into smoother layer (1.6x10 W ) .

Between the pusher layer and radiater layer, radiation

gap named as smoother layer, of thickness of 2mm is

inserted. Across the smoothir layer, the radiative energy

transfer from the radiator layer heats the absorber (or

pusher) layer (consists of aluminum) in a spherically

symmetric way. The radiation gap is closed by the

expansions of radiator layer and absorber layer during 15

ns. Initially the temperature of absorber layer is very

small (8 K) coexisting with the solid DT fuel and the

absorber is opaque for all the wave length of the radiation.

But the temperature of the outer absorber layer where the

radiation is absorbed is elevated to more than 1 keV and the

absorber becomes transparent for all wave length. Since the

front of hot region in the absorber layer advances toward

the target center slowly (with the velocity of 5.42x10 m/s)

than the velocity (3x10 m/s) of beam impinging on the

target, a kind of beam bunching effect (increasing in the

trapped radiation intensity) occurs in the target. Thus the

pusher pressure can be held at the rather high level (10

P a ) . In order that the radiation cannot penetrate into the

DT fuel during 40 ns, the thickness of pusher layer must be
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A,=217 m. The large target radius of r =9.056 mm is

preferable for light ion beam whose focusibility is not

good. The leakage loss of radiation is estimated to be 12

%. About 40 % of beam energy deposited in the radiator

layer is converted to radiative energy. The driver energy

of 6 MJ which extract fusion output energy of 2.5 GJ for a

direct-driven target must increases to double, i.e. 12 MJ

for an indirect-driven target to extract the same amount of

fusion output energy.

§3. Beam propagation

It is rather difficult to obtain the pure deuteron ion

source. When the deuteron beam of 12 MJ is required to be

extracted from the diodes, the cryogenic anode surfaces are

covered with the frozen deuterium films. On the conditions

that particle energy is e =G MeV and the pulse width is T=30

ns, a beam current becomes 1=8.5 MA for the case of 6 beams.
22

Thus the number density of the beam is about n. =2.25x10

/nT . The beam propagation energy is very high (v,=3xlOr

m/s) in comparison with the thermal velocity of the

background electron in the reactor cavity, the leading edge

of the propagating beam cannot be charge-neutralized by the

background electron. The total charge of the leading edge

is estimated to be $ =I/w =4.78xlO~ C, where the beam radius
-3 P

is assumed to r.=5xlO m and the plasma frequency of the
2 1 3

background electron whose number density is n =10 /m is
12

supposed to be w =1.78x10 rad/s. A deuteron extracted

from the anode with the particle energy of e =8 MeV advances

toward the forcusing sopt but stops at the point r. =f /4Ule

=5.37 mm for n =10 /m , where is the dielectric constant

in vacuum. In the case of the cone shape beam extracted

from a diode, whose cathode curvature is f=40 cm and the

half-top-angle of the cone is 5=0.523 rad. , the spot radius

at the focul point becomes r. -1.34 cm by the expansion

due to the electrostatic field. Experimental results

seems to indicate this expansion for strong beam

currents . Once the beam particles of the leading part is



concentrated in this radius, then the beam diverges rapidly

by the action of self-induced electrostatic repulsive force.

Thus the beam propagation will be impossible. To delete

this beam charge in the leading part, we propose to launch

the electron beam with the same number density and the same

propagation velocity as those of deuteron beam. As the

particle energy e of deuteron is 8 MeV, the particle energy

e of electron beam is 2.16 keV. However, in order to

confine the beam in a small radius (for example, r. =5 mm)

during propagation, it is required to apply a strong

azimuthal magnetic field B # in the beam path. The beam

current itself is hoped to be used partly to induce this

magnetic field, because the required current is so strong as

being comparable to the beam current itselt. Therfore the

electron beam number density is chosen as being equal co the

deuteron beam number density while the electron beam

propagation velocity is chosen as decreasing to a half (1.08

keV) of deuteron beam propagation velocity gradually. Thus

the conbined beam of deuteron and electron is charge-

neutralized but makes the net electric current of 4.25 MA

(which induces the magnetic field of Be=170 T at r=5xlO~ m)

at the trailing edge of the beam.

The Child-Langumuir expression for the electron current

density j from the diode is given by

je=4 V
3 / 2(2e) 1 / 2/9d 2m e

1 / 2=2.3 3xl0~6V3/2/d2. (1)

Provided that d=2xlO m, the voltage applied to the diode

should be V=266 kV to extract the current density of 8

kA/cm . The surface area of cathode to extract the total

electron current of 8.5 MA is 1064 cm (ring cathode between

r t
=28 cm and r. =21 cm).

The beam propagation will be unstable if the beam is

confined by the azimuthal magnetic field only. In order to

stabilize the beam propagation, the axial magnetic field is

required. A rotating ion beam cannot induce the axial

magnetic field in this case, because the electron beam

conpensates the azimuthal beam current. However, the

azimuthal current by the rotating electron beam cannot be
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deleted by the large ion inertia. Thus the electron beam

extracted from the cathode, which is set outside the ion

diode and whose average radius is 24.5 cm, experiences the
-4

radial magnetic fields of 7.0x10 T (applied by the

external coil) along the axial distance of 1 cm, the

electron rotation velocity at r=4xlO m will be v =5.20x10

m/s. But the rotation velocity will reduces to a half,

since the half rotation energy of the electron is spent to

induce the axial magnetic field. Thus diode voltage to

extract the electron beam, which deletes the whole ion beam

charge in the leading edge and cancels a half of the ion

current and induces the axial magnetic field (Bz=113 T), is

8.77 kV (2.16 kV for propagation and 5.61 kV for rotation).

The electron is once accelerated to 168 keV by the grid G in

Fig. 2 in order to obtain the enough electron number

density, but is decelerated between G and A to the particle

energy of 8.77 keV. Thus the potentials of X, A and E are,

respectively, § =-8.77 kV, $r=266 kV and $.=0 V. A

capacitor bank C_ supplies the voltage of 4=168 kV. The

stored energy E_ in Cn is once used to accelerate the

electrons to 168 keV, but the energy is returned again to C_

by the electron deceleration between G and A. Thus a small

capacitance of C., is acceptable. A capacitor bank CR

supplies the voltage of -8.77 kV to K and its stored energy

is used to extract the electron current of 6.5 MA during 30

ns. If the stored energy in " is chosen as Ep =4.47 kj,

which is just twice of the total electron beam energy, the

voltage <$„ on the cathode drops to a half of -8.77 kV at the

end of the beam extraction. Thus the electron propagation

velocity at the trailing edge becomes a half of the ion one.

§4. Power supply system

As is seen in the preceeding section, really the

required large input power is that to extract the deuteron

beam of 12 MJ from the diodes. The output voltage of pulse

"orming line for nonrotating deuteron beam is 8 MV. Thus

the stored energy in a Marx generator is 8 MJ and its output
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voltage is 16 MV. The parameters of the power supply system

are as follows.

Marx generator,

charging voltage; 200 kV,

capacitance of a bank; 5.0 ̂ »F,

number of capacitor banks; 80,

stored energy; 8 MJ.

Pulss forming line,

input voltage; 16 MV,

ouuput voltage; 8 MV

pulse width; 30 ns.

An intermediate strage capacitor bank should be in-erted

between the Marx generator and the pulse forming line. On

the other hand, the inpedance conversion line and the plasma

erosion opening switch are omitted for this power supply

system. The capacitance of a bank in the Marx generator and

the area of the anode surface of the diode becomes large. A

method is to divide a power supply system and a diode to

parallel ones, and beams are conbined to mat-e one beam. The

beam will be diverge near the target, because of the

interference of the azimuthal magnetic fields which confine

the beams in a small radius. In the case of 6 beams, since

the beam propagations are perpendicular with each other, the

interference is weak and beam divergence near the target can

be neglected.

The construction cost of these power supply system is

estimated to be ^20OK, which is reasonable and economic.

§5. Discussions

The scenario of 1 GW fusion power plant by using light

ion beams seemed to have two difficulties, 1) unifrom target

irradiation by light ion beams, and 2) the beam focusing on

the target and the beam propagation in the reactor cavity.

The first difficulty will be solved by using the indirect-

driven target proposed in this paper instead of direct-

driven target which is weak for nonuniform energy deposi-
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tion. We must investigate further about what is the optimum

structure of this kind of target? and what is ihe allowable

nonuniformity of the beam irradiation for the •mifrom

implosion of this kind of target?

The main cause of the second difficulty comes from the

effective charge of the front edge of the propagating {or

converging) deuteron beam. In order to delete this charge,

the proposal is given here to launch electron beams at the

same time with the deuteron beams. To confine these beams

in a small radius during their propagation, a part of ion

beam curent should be utilized. The beam propagation will

be stabilized by the rotation of electron beam (through the

magnetic field in the axial direction).

In general, aproaches to fusion look to be very far

from goal or rather impossible to be achieved, with one

exception of LIB fusion. Theoretically and experimentally,

deuteron beam fusion suggests us good plasma parameters to

be arrived at, and give us a hope that fusion power plant

will be possible to be constructed in the near future.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Structure of the indirect-driven target. The

target radius is r =9.056 mm. The thickness of the

lead tamper is $ . =23.4 m, the mass is Mp,=120 mg

and the density is J =11.3 g/cm . The thickness

of the lead radiator is 5 =2757 Juan, the mass is

Nl =1.49 g and the density is ? =0.56 5 g/cm . The
ra ra

smoother layer is the vacuum and its thickness is

S =200 yum. The thickness of aluminum pusher

(absorber) is S.,=217 /in, the mass is M.,=264 mg

and the density is ?Al
=2.7 g/cm . The thickness of

the solid DT is $"D =286 yum, the mass is MDT=23 mg

and the density is J __=0.19 g/cm . The central

void is filled by the saturated DT vapour whose

pressure is P =7x10 Pa.

Fig. 2. Diode for electron beam. The potential $„ of the

cathode K is $,.=-8.77 kV initially, which is

supplied by a capacitor bank C..= 116 F. The

potential $_ of the grid G is kept 4_=266 kV

through the capacitor bank €„. The potential $. of

the anode is §.=0 V (connected to the earth).
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Estimation of Neutron Flux in Liquid (FLXBE) Wall of Waterfall

Type ICF Reactor

Hiroya Naramoto and Keishiro Niu

Department of Energy Sciences, the Graduate School at Nagatsuta

Tokyo Institute of Technology, Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227

An analysis is given for the unsteady behavior of the neutron

flux in the liquid wall (which is made of flibe) of the waterfall

type ICF reactor after DT nuclear fusion reaction. The thermali-

zation of neutrons in the flibe is calculated in the cylindrical

cross-sectional area of the reactor cavity by using the one-

demensional multigroup-diffusion equations.

§1. Introduction

In fusion reactor, one of the most severe problems will be to

protect the reactor wall from damaging. As is well known, 80% of

the fusion energy after the deuterium-tritium (DT) reactions is

carried by neutrons and the remaining 2058 ot the energy is taken by

alpha particles, debris and x-rays. Since the particle energy of

neutron is especially high as 14MeV, the wall loading will give us

troublesome for handling.

There are the following three mechanisms for damging the

reactor wall; sputtering that a fast particle flips an atom located

on the surface layer of the wall, blistering that gas atoms erode

wall material to make bubles which develop to large ones and peel

the surface layer of the wall creaping out from the surface, and

swelling that a neutron knocks-on a latice atom which induces

subsequent knockings-on to make void in the wall material. These

damages of the first wall lead us to dificulty to design a fusion

reactor. If the solid material is used for the first wall, then the

material would be much exhausted and would have to be exchanged

frequently, when the wall loading will be so severe as several mega

watts per square meter. Furthermore, it seems impossible in the

complicated fusion reactor to exchange the wall frequently by remote

handling, because these wall material becomes radioactive under the

strong fluence of neutrons.
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One of the way to solve this dificulty is to use a liquid as

the first wall inside the metal structual material. The first

advantage of this way is to thermalize the neutrons in the liquid

before they arrive at the metal wall. The second one is that the

liquid wall plays the role of blanket (that is, tritium breeding and

heat exchange), too.

From the point of view of T breeding, the liquid lithium itself

or moltensalt, flibe, which is the mixture of LiF and BeF with the

mole ratio of two to one, is used as the liquid wall. While the

liquid lithium is better than flibe for T breeding and heat

transport, flibe is chemically stable in spite of that the liquid

lithium is chemically quite active. For the chemical safety, flibe

is chosen here as the coolant of the fusion reactor.

§2. Neutrons in Waterfall Type ICF Reactor

The reactor cavity is filled with Ar gas with a low pressure.

After DT reactions in a target, alpha particles are stopped by the

Ar gas to make a fireball, but neutrons penetrate the Ar gas without

interactions and reach the surface of flibe which surrounds the Ar

gas. The neutrons impinge into the flibe and have the following

nuclear reactions with Li and Be.

4.8MeV ).6 L i -
7 L i -
9 B e .

f n

K n

v n

4He +

4He +

24He

T (

T +

+ 2n .

§3. Calculation of Neutron Flux in Flibe

The reactor cavity has a cylindrical shape. After the usual

method to calculate neutron flux in the fission reactor, the neutron

flux in a liquid wall in the fusion reactor is calculated by using

one-dimensional multigroup-diffusion equations.

According to its particle energy, each neutron is classified

into a group with a range of particle energy. The neutron in a

group has each speed and hence each collision cross-section with Li

or Be. The particle energy of the gth group is larger if g is

smaller.
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The diffusion equation for gth group is given by

,3* (r,t) 32«

where V is the speed of the neutron, * is the neutron flux, r is the

depth from the flibe surface and E is the macroscopic cross-section,

i.e. £=£N.O., where i shows the kind of atom, N is the number

density, and o is the microscopic cross-sectional area. The

cross-section o(x+y) stands for the transition one from xth group to

yth, a the absorption cross-section and D the diffusion constant
EL

which takes the inhomogeneous scattering into account and Sg the

neutron source by Be(n,2n) reaction. It is assumed in this

calculation that the neutron loses its particle energy through the

collision with an atom but it does not increase the particle energy

at all. All the atoms are assumed to be at rest because their

thermal velocities are much smaller in comparison with velocities of

neutrons.

§4. Numerical Results

The neutron flux is calculated for the incident neutrons with

unit number density, according to the equation described in §3. It

is assumed that the neutron spectrum is a delta function of the

particle energy with 14.1MeV for the fuel with P R=lg/cm . The

Neutrons is assumed to have no interaction with Ar gas and arrive at

the flibe surface of r=0 instantaneously. The multigroup constants
2 3)

used here are employed from ANL-5800. '

Table 4.1 shows the groups of neutron energies and their

average neutron velocities. Table 4.2 indicates the number

densities of atoms. Figures 4.1-4.4 show the neutron flux of each

group at the surfaces r=20cm, 40cm, 60cm and 80cm, respectively.

The distribution of neutron flux for the first, second and third

groups versus r are respectively drawn in Figs. 4.5-4.7.
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Table 4.1

Group Neutron Energy Average Neutron

Range (MeV) Velocity (xl08cm/s)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 thermal (0.025eV) 0.0022

3-

1.4-3

0.9-1.4

0.4-0.9

3(keV)-0.4

3(eV)-3(keV)

O.l(eV)-3(eV)

28.5

19.9

!4.7

11.0

3.28

0.2

0.011

Table

umber Density
6Li

\i
9Be

19F

4.2

(xlO21

1.8

22

12

48

Thickness of Liquid

100 cm

/cm2

Wall

Energy of Incident Neutron

14.1MeV

§5. Conclusion

These figures point out the fact that the neutron flux whose

particle energy is in the order of MeV and whose incident number

density is unity and whose incident energy is 14.1MeV reduces to 10

-10~ neutrons/cm .s after 10ys, and to 10~ neutrons/cm .s

after SO^s. The neutron flux whose particle energy is in the order
—9 —7 2

of keV reduces to 10 -10 neutrons/cm .s after 20\is. It is turned

out that the energetic neutrons are completely thermalized in the

flibe with the thickness of Ira.
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Beam Plasma Interaction in Inertial Confinement Fusion

Toshio Okada
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Technology, Koganei-shi, Tokyo 184

The stopping power of the target plasma for the light ion beam is

studied. As the beam bombarded on solid targets they are ionized. A

low density corona will also exist when intense ions are used to implode

and ignite a small pellet. .The ion-target interaction and the stopping

power o£ the corona plasma are examined. One-dimension particle-ln cell

calculations have been done to determine the effects of a electromagnetic

instability.

§1. Introduction

Recent progress in the production of a light ion beam (LIB) gives

ground for hoping that the LID may be capable of producing thermonuclear

burn by imploding small targets. The most simple target has a layer,

which acts as a ablator, ofhigh-Z material outside of it, and contains

fuel as deuterium and/or tritium inside of it. By the irradiation of

intense charged particle beams on the target, a high temperature plasma

Is produced on the surface of the target. The volume of the target Is

compressed by a reaction of blowlng-out of the plasma on the surface,

and the target implodes. There are many investigations of the suitable

target design for implosion. In this paper we consider the most simple

target for studying the stopping power of the solid target and the bJow-

out corona plasma for LIB. The plasma produced by charged particle beams

blows out outward and the density giadient is formed on the surface of

the target. The density changes from about Ixio22cm~3 £n t n e solid-

density region to below lxlO*->cm~3 in the rarefied region. Thus the

phenomena is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the production

of plasma from a solid-target and heating of it are considered before

blowing out of, the produced plasma. *.nd in the second stage, the blow-

out plasma interaction of LIB is considered.

In the next section the stopping power of plasma for LIB is examined

in the two stages, One dimensional particle-in-cell calculations have
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been done to determine the effective stopping power of the corona plasma.

§2. Energy Loss of Light Ion Beams

The kinetic energy of a charged particle in an injected beam is

converted into ionization energy of a solid target, thermal energy of

the produced plasma and radiation energy. The energy losses of a charged

particle are calculated from the Bethe-Bloch formula

" I " N ZV —1 { ln

where E is the kinetic energy of the incident particle, x the distance

from the target surface along the direction of the beam propagation, N

the number density of target atoms, Z the atomic number of them, v the

electron rest energy, z the charge number of beam particles, 8 equal to

V/c (V: the speed of beam particle, c: the speed of light), I the average

ionization energy of the target atom divided by Z, Wm the maximum energy

given from beam particle to free electron Wm"E/2 and i|iQ»8irrJ/3. Here

rQ is the classical radius of electron rQ«e
2/niQC2, where -e and mg repre-

sent the charge and the rest mass of electron, respectively. The stopping

power of Al target for proton-beams is calculated by using equation (1)

and is shown in Fig.l.

In order to investigate the effective stopping power of coronal

plasma for the proton beam, we examine the electromagnetic instability

in the beam-corona system with an one dimentional PIC code. Our pre-

ceding papers1'2' pointed out that there was a possibility of exciting

electromagnetic instabilities in beam-plasma system. When intense proton

beams are injected into a corona plasma, a part of the kinetic energy

of the beams is transfered to the electromagnetic field energy and the

kinetic energy of the corona plasma electrons. By using the PIC code

the effective stopping length due to the electromagnetic Instability

is determined. The results of the PIC simulation are shown in Fig.2

and Fig.3.

§3. Discussions and Conclusions

According to the Bethe formula, we calculate the stopping power

of Al target for a 10 MeV proton beam. The calculated stopping length
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is about 0.06cm. On the other hand, the effective stopping length of

the 10 MeV proton beam in the corona plasma of density n-:01'cm~3 is

about 3.4cm. By the effect of electromagnetic instability in the corona

plasma the stopping length will be lengthened.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Calculated stopping power of Al target for a 10 MeV proton beam.

Fig. 2 : Energies of induced magnetic fields by using the PIC simulation.

Fig. 3 : The beam total energy and kinetic energy versus the time by

using the PIC simulation.
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and Its Applications to Induction Linacs
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Abstract

Y- and Bi-compound superconductors were applied to lenses

and guides for intense charged particle beams, especially for

relativistic electron beams (REB), and their utility was confirmed

experimentally. REBs (270 keV, 1.5 kA, and a duration time of

about S ns) were focused by'these superconducting lenses to a.

diameter of 2.5 mm (full width at half maximum) when the beam

diode was operated at 0.15 Torr of Ne gas with the Bi-compound

anode (10-mm inner diameter and T of 105 K).
c

As one of applications of the superconducting lenses, induction

linacs were proposed which have focusing tubes made of high-T

superconductors, instead of solenoidal coils. The induction linacs

are expected to operate more effectively at higher currents of REBs

with little laborious adjustment of triggering circuits.

Introduction

In previous papers we proposed a superconducting lense for focusing

relativistic electron beams (REBs) and demonstrated its usefulness

experimentally. The principle of the lense is as follows: Let us suppose that

REBs are injected into small apertures of superconducting tubes. Then, self-

magnetic field of the REBs is compressed because the field cannot penetrate

into the superconducting tubes owing to the Meissner effect. The REBs are

therefore focused by the compressed magnetic field. When REBs travel in an

atmosphere of low pressure gases of the order of 0.1 Torr, charge neutraliza-

tion is realized to some degrees and REBs are focused with weak external

forces.
1-4 8

The superconductor used in the papers was Y-compound which has a critical

temperature T of about 90 K. When the superconductor was cooled with liquid

nitrogen (boiling point of 77 K), it was not easy to keep the superconducting
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lenses to be cooled enough because of insufficient temperature margin. Early
6 7

in 1988, Bi- and Tl-compounds were discovered which have critical temperatures

of 105 to 110 and 115 to 125 K, respectively. When these compounds are used,

temperature margin is expected to be high enough as compared with the Y-
8

compound.

In the present paper, we prepared superconductor anodes which had inner

diameters of 20 and 10 mm, made of Bi-compound, and of 20 mm made of Y-com-

pound. Beam diameters were observed for those anodes, related with temperature-

resistivity characteristics of the superconductor. Superconductors of better

characteristics narrowed the diameters of REBs more.

We proposed,as one of applications of superconducting lenses, induction

linacs which have a superconducting lense as a focusing guide. These acceler-

ators are expected to operate more effectively than those of conventional type

having solenoidal coils, because circuits necessary to handle the accelerator

would become simpler and less adjustment is required for correct operation of

the systems.

Experimental apparatus

Figure 1 shows the beam diode used. The diode consisted of a carbon-

made cathode and superconductor-made anodes. The superconductors were soldered

to the copper-made heat sink (anode) with electrically conducting epoxy resin,

and had dimensions of 20- and 10-mm inner diameters, axial lengths of 25 mm,

1.5-mm thickness, and funnel-type inlets. The diode was operated at a pressure

of the order of 0.1-Torr Ne, because such high-pressure operation had been

SUPERCONDUCTOR
SPARK GAP ANODE

UQ. NITROGEN

FARADAY
CUP

TO PUMP

Fig. 1. Beam di '- used.

LUCITE PIPE CATHODE
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found previously to produce higher REBs than conventional in-vacuum operation

and because charge-neutralization is expected to function effectively to focus

REBs. The gas pressure was controlled by flowing Ne gas, and the Faraday cup

was separated from the diode with a 20-um-thick titanium foil to be kept at a
—4

pressure less than 10 Torr. The anode was suspended with a perforated stain-

less steel plate to thermally isolate the anode from the grounded outer cylinder

and to conduct electrical charges impinged on the anode to the cylinder.

Temperatures of the anodes were monitored with thermocouples which are not

shown in Fig. 1.

Experimental results

Figure 2 shows the pressure dependence of REBs generated for the Bi-anode

of 10-mm inner diameter. The REBs had the highest peak values of 1.5 kA at

0.15-Torr Ne, and pulse widths of less than 5 ns. Pressures were kept at

0.15 Torr in the following experiments unless otherwise stated. The pressure

range over which high REBs were detected is narrower than for the caee of the

anode of 20-mm inner diameter. This is because the requirement for charge

1.5

UJ
a.
a.
u

1.0

0.5

i i it mil i i i mill—LJLL

15

8
10

i
I/)

o.

~l
10"° 10"' 10

PRESSURE (Torj)

Fig. 2. Pressure dependences of REBs generated for Bi-compound anode
with 10-mm inner diameter.
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neutralization has become severer than for the larger inner-diameter anode.

In the present experiment both REB-generation and -transporting regions are

mixed. To consider the effects of those two phenomena separately, the diode-

region should be isolated from the transport region with, for example, a

titanium foil for gas pressures of those two regions to be set independently.

To measure the degree of focusing of REBs, apertures made of carbon were

set at the exit of the anodes. The apertures had a 3-mm thickness and holes

of 2- to 10-mm diameters. Figure 3 shows REBs as a function of apertures for

the Y-compound anode with 20-mm inner diameter. After differentiating the values

of REBs in Fig. 3 with respect to the radius, we have Fig. 4 which indicates

radial distribution of REBs whose half widths at half maximum (HWHM) is 1.3 mm:

REBs were focused to a diameter of 2.6 mm when the Y-compound anode with 20-mni

inner diameter was used at 0.15-Torr Ne.

The Bi-compound has higher critical temperatures(105 K) than the Y-com-

pound (90 K.), but has complex characteristics as compared with Y-compounds.

Bi-compounds show much different degrees of the Meissner effect, depending on

the conditions of sintering. Figure 5 shows temperature dependences of resis-

tivity of Bi-compounds used. Solid points in Fig. 5 show the results for

poor high-T phases, having the off-set point of 98 K. Open points show for

DIAMETER (mm)
2 4 6

1.5

1.0

S

0.5

Oo

I 150

gioo

I
3 50

Ne 0.15 Torr
C-A 13 mm
Y: ID. 20 mm

Nc 0.15 Torr
C-A 13 mm

(Y)

I\
11

j _ i I

20 40

APERTURE (mm2)

Fig. 3. REBs as a function of
apertures which were set at the
exit of anodes.

2
RADIUS (mm)

Fig. 4. Radial distribution
of REBs estimated by differ-
entiating results in Fig. 3.
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the compound whose high-T phases are simple and have higher off-set point of

105 K. The compound corresponding to the open points showed stronger Meissner

effect than the compound for the solid ones. Both samples were employed for

anodes of 10-mm inner diameter.

The radial distributions of focused REBs for the Bi-anodes having char-

acteristics denoted in Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6, where open and solid points

correspond to those in Fig. 5, respectively. From Figs. 5 and 6, anodes of

better superconducting characteristics are superior in focusing effect: REBs

for the solid-point characteristics had a HWHM of 2.4 mm, while REBs for the

open points had a 1.3-nun HWHM.

When Fig. 6 is compared with Fig. A, both Y- and Bi-compound anodes showed

almost the same degree of focusing inspite of the facts that the two kinds of

anodes were different in inner diameters. Although these characteristics are

probably ascribed to the features of superconductor materials, it is necessary

ai

(Bi)

80 100 120 140
TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of
resistivity of Bi-compounds for poor
and good characteristics.

200

* 150

u! 100
Q

UJ

50

Nc 0.15 Ton-
(Bi)

j i

RADIUS (mm)

Fig. 6. Radial distribution
of REBs for Bi-anodes having
temperature characteristics
shown in Fig. 5 by corre-
sponding open and solid points.

Fig. 7. Model for shielding current i
induced in the grains. Currents i
seemingly form current I on surface of
superconductors.
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to compare the focusing characteristics using anodes of the same dimensions

but made of different superconductors.

Discussions

If induced current equal in amplitude to injected REBs (1.5 kA) flows on

the 10-ym thick surface layer, then the current density is of the order of

10 A/cm . This estimated density is too high when compared with those reported

for transport current density of bulk superconductors. On the other hand,

shielding current which flows in grains as indicated in Fig. 7 by circulating

current i is report'ed to be as high as 10 A/cm . From the experimental results

the superconducting anodes show certainly excellent focusing. Thus, we think

that induced current I of the order of 10 A/cm flows on the inner furface of
6 2

the anodes as if the circulating current i of the order of 10 A/cm constitute

equivalently the transport current I because circulating currents i are canceled

at the boundary of neighboring grains.

When REBs are injected Into a low-pressure gas which is contained In an

electrically conducting tube, the space-charge limited current I, which propa-

gates through the tube is given by

L

2/3 3/2
17 ( Y - 1 )

[1+2- ln(J)] (

where y is ( 1 - ( - ) ) , v and c are the velocity of REBs and of the light,

respectively, a and b are the outer radius of REBs and the inner radius of the

conducting tube, respectively, and f is the degree of charge neutralization

given by n. / n where n. and n are the number density of ions and of the

flowing electrons ( 0 < f <. 1 ) . f = 1 when complete charge-neutralization

is realized.

To know the possibility of further focusing of REBs, let us estimate f

for the experimental results. From Fig. 6 2a « 2.6 mm, 2b « 10 mm, and

Y = 1.53 for 270 keV, and if we set I. • 1.3 kA, then f - 0.33. This value
L e

of f means that REBs are not fully charge-neutralized yet and that the opera-

ting pressure is to be increased a little more to ahieve better charge-neutral-

ization. The estimation also indicates that REBs can be focused more sharply

if charge-neutralization is realized. These discussions will be examined

experimentally by changing the pressure of the transport region independently

of that of the diode region.
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We are preparing another anode tube of 5-mm inner diameter. With further

experimental investigation, characteristics of both Y- and Bi-compound anodes

will be clarified for pulse operation, including the shielding current which

flows in grains forming the superconductors.

Induction llnacs with superconducting lenses

The induction linac was designed as the first example to which supercon-

ducting lenses are applied, because induction linacs have many applications

such as free-electron lasers, generators of synchrotron radiation, and other

microwave generators.

Figure 8 shows the cross-sectional outline of the induction linac whose

switching magnetic cores are ferrites of 500-mm outer diameter, 280-mm inner

diameter, and half-Inch thickness. The induction linac has a simpler structure

than the conventional, and is expected to be operated with higher reliability

because of no need for precise timing between the REB generator and the exciting

current source for the solenoidal coil. The number of stages of the induction

linac is only unity. This is because the objective of our research is to show

the possibility of such new devices.

VOLTAGE

c-BEAM

FERRITE
CORE

SUPER-/ l SUPER
4 en .. H . ^ H .^CONDUCTOR

Fig. 8. Induction linac with
superconducting focusing tube.
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Introduction

Pulsic ultra high pressure over 10* bar is generated by the blow out

of high temperature plasma from a target at the moment of the irradiation

of the intense ion beam developed for ICF energy driver. It is considered

that this pulsic high pressure is utilized to some technique required ul-

tra high pressure, for example to sintering of powdered matter such as the

powder of diamond or substance with high melting point.

In this work it was studied that the fundamental process of sintering

of metal powder by the irradlatin of a focused ion beam to know the condi-

tions of the application of pulsic high pressure.

Experiment

Ion Beam

It was reported that a very high brightness ion bean was generated by a

floating anode conical PED° (See Fig. 1) and ion beam from a concave anode

was focused in a region of ~5mm in diameter at the center of curvatuture."

From the measurement of the flight time of beam particles by a biased

ion collector and the analysis of ion mass and charge by Thomson parabola

method, it was known that the ion beam consist of proton with energy of ~300

keV and several kinds of multi-charged C and 0 ions with mean energy of ~6S0

keV.33 From these values, taking account of the ion beam current (~8kA) and

the focused diameter, the power density of the focused ion bean is estimated

to be l.lxio'°w/cm2 at the peak of the pulse." l3>

Irradiation of Ion Beam

A small anount of powder of metal is filled in a cone vessel made fron

stainless steel, its volume Is ~0.05cc, and covered by a thin aluminium plate

as shown in Fig. 2-a or b. The cover plate irradiated by the ion bean from

outside gets kinetic energy by the pulsic high pressure and compresses the
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lcm
Fig.

powder. The ratio of the weight of powder to the

product of the density of powder and the volume

of the cone is about 0.7, so the net volume of

the powder is ~0.03Scc. The cone filled with the

powder was fixed in the cathode basement and the

center of the cover plate was located at the cen-

ter of curvature of the concave anode (Fig. 1).

Miyamoto et al. experimented how the abla-

tion pressure depends on the input power density

when the ion beam is irradiated to the target*5.

From the Figure 4 in reference 4) the ablation

pressure generated when the ion beam with the

power density of l.lxlo'Vcm 2 is irradiated

to the aluminium plate Is presumed to be a few

ten kilobar.

The total energy injected to the cover pl-

ate by the Ion beam is estimated to be 100~150

J from the acceralating voltage and the current

of the ion beam and the pulse width (~100 nsec).

The hydrodynaoic efficiency that is the ratio of

the kinetic energy obtained by the target plate to the absorbed input energy

is expressed in next formula by the rocket model." >6J

where M is the mass of the target plate and AM is the mass of the ablated pla-

sma. When M/AM>1, 7H~AM/M.

In the case of the irradiation of ion bean the ratio AM/M is nearly equ-

al to the ratio of the range of the particle of beam to the product of the

density and the thickness of the target plate. The range of single proton with

energy of 300keV in cold aluminium is ~lmg/cm2 and that of C + or O + ion with

energy of ~1.2MeV (maximum energy of C, 0 ion) is ~5og/cmz 7> and mass of the

pusher plate is 80~150 mg/cm2 (Al 0.3~0.5 am), but when the high density ion

beam injects to the solid target high temperature plasma blows out and the ran-

ge of the ions lengthen about one order*1, in such case AM/M is about 0.1~0.6,

then the kinetic energy obtained by the pusher plate is at Most 10~90J.

In Table I some characters of several elements are shown, they are arran-

ged in the order of increasing melting point. The 6th as i 7th lines show the

energy that required to heat up to the melting point and to melt whole the

powder for net volume of 0.035cc of each element. On the powder of elements
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Table i

element
mol

melting point

heat capaci ty

heat of fusion

energy to heat

energy to melt

10 3/0.035cc

•c
J/K/mol

kJ/mol

J/0.035cc

J/0.035CC

Sn
2.15

232

26.4

7.07

13.2

15.2

Zn
3.82

420

25.4

6.57

40.7

25.1

Al
3.50

660

24.3

10.7

56.2

37.5

Cu
4.94

1083

24.5

13.3

131

65.7

Ti
3.29

1660

25.0

18.6

137

61.2

Ho
3.73

2620

23.8

27.6

233

103

W
3.67

3400

24.4

35.4

305

130

with melting point lower than that of copper in Table I the irradiation of ion

beam was tried independently or in the mixture of two elements in the shallow

cone and the powder was solidified (Fig. 3-a). Tin powder was solidified also

in the deep cone (Fig. 3-b). Though the Belting point or the heat capacity

under high pressure and high temperature or in the mixture of two elements are

unknown, the kinetic energy that the pusher plate gets maybe insufficient to

melt whole the powder in the cone.

Analysis of Structure and Discussion

Polished surface of some samples embeded in

epoxy resin were analyzed by a EPMA (Electron

Probe Micro-Analyzer). Figures 4-K and L are the

photographs of the fracture of the mixture of

aluminium and tin powders sintered by the high

pressure and Figs. 5-K and L are those of above

two metal powders melted by usual heating. The

photographs of untreated powder of them are

shown in Figs. 6-S, K and L. For the each figure

S, K and L are the photographs by SEM, Al-Ka

and Sn-La respectively.

The thickness of layer where alminiuis and

tin are merged was measured from the difference

between the diameters of sane powder grain on the two photographs by Al-Ka

and Sn-La. The difference between them on the photographs of untreated grains

is ~Q.6/i, this value represents the resolution of analysis decided by the

diameter of probing electron beam of EPMA. On the other hand the difference

values on the photographs of usually melted and sintered mixture are ~1.2*i

and ~l.4(i respectively, these are about twice or more of the resolution and

separate from it more than the standard deviation of reading of diameter, then
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the thickness of the layer where two metals are merged are estimated to be

about ~0.6,u and ~0.8M.

Some unpolished surface of sintered mixture of aluminium and tin powders

were also analyzed. Figures 7-S, K and L are the photographs of the surface

that contacted to the bottom wal> of the stainless cone vessel. The striations

Fig. 7
0 lOy

Pig. 8
0 25y
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on Fig. 7-S are cutting traces of stainless vessel. The photographs by Al-Kor

and Sn-La show that tin or mixture with aluminium in the flowing or netted

diffusible state infliterates to the gap between an aluminium grain and the

stainless bottom wall supposed from the cutting striation.

From the photograph of the fractured surface by SEM (Fig. 8-S) it is

known that the grains are separated along the grain boundary and they are

rugged on the fracture. In Fig. 8-K, and L fine and bright Al-Kfl iMge is

found along lines of narrow gaps among powder grain boundaries, fro* this it

is also seen that the flowing or melted metal infliterates into gaps of the

grains under the high pressure. Both Al-Kfl and Sn-Lff are such bright on a

large part of fractured surface as aluminium or tin cover the foundation of

tin or aluminium grains. This represents that the fracture is separated along

the merging layer of the two metals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Light ion bean (LIB), which are efficiently generated by pulsed power

machines, are a promising candidates of the energy driver of inertial confine-

ment fusion (IGF). The key issues for ignition and high gain implosion by LIB

are generation of high voltage power pulse, beam focusing, transport, bunch-

ing, pulse shaping, interaction with targe'* and implosion. We had shown ex-

perimentally that the required beam focusing was achieved by using the heavier

ion species'1', accelerating to the higher energy^, and correcting the aber-

ration of the focusing beam appropriately'^. As a driver for LIB-ICF, we

have proposed the super high voltage generation system (SHVS), in which a high

voltage pulse was generated by induction adding, to accelerate the heavier

ions than proton and have developed a prototype of SHVS.

The implosion scaling show that a pellet gain of 100 could expected by

irradiating the target with 5MJ energy.'*•'' Then the required beam energy at

the diode is 10 MJ. The total beam power of 200 TW and bean energy of 10MJ

are focused and transported to the target as independent 30 beams. The number

of beams are settled by the estimation of irradiation uniformity of target'"'.

The beam are bunched during the transport and overlap at the target. The beam

transport conditions requires a high bright beam of which divergence angle is

less Mian 5 mrad.

In this paper we show the experimental and the theoretical studies on

light ion beams for the energy drive of the inertial confinement fusion (ICF)

research using the super high voltage generation system (SHVS; an inductive

voltage adder system). This system have a feasibility of acceleration of ions

heavier than proton. We have constructed a prototype SHVS (4MV, 4-OkA, 100ns),

which consists of eight stages induction cavities. The first ion diode ex-

periments on the induction adder were performed with the beam extraction type
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ion diode (Br applied magnetic field). The injection plasma ion source was

used to control the diode impedance. Initial diode impedance drastically

changed by injecting the ion source plasma. Time delay of ion current turn-on

was reduced from 15-20 ns tc less than 5 ns by this ion source. The two-stage

charge stripping ion diode is considered as SHVS diode. This diode reduces

size of the induction adder module and extents the possible power range in

operation.

II. SUPER HIGH VOLTAGE SISTEH FOR LIB-ICF

The characteristics of bsim focusing and energy deposition in target

require the heavier ions and higher acceleration potential to achieve the fu-

sion ignition. Several schemes to generate high voltage of several tens of MV

for LIB-ICF are considered. We have concentrated the effort to develop the

super high voltage system for LIB-ICF research''•*', which is induction volt-

age adder system^). The world largest induction adder ays ten, "Hermes III"

(22 MV, 730 kA, 40 ns), have been constructed and start to operation at Sandia

laboratory^). Figure 1 shows the achematic configuration of SHVS, induction

voltage adder LIB-ICF driver system. Inputs of induction cavities which are

1:1 transformer with troidal magnetic core are powered by the conventional

pulse forming line through the power feed lines. The secondly output voltages

of induction cavities are added by a coaxial magnetically insulated transmis-

sion line (MITL). 'ihe impedance matching during voltage adding is required.

The output voltage wave form can be shaped by delaying the arrival time of

some of pulses at the cavities^11^. The high voltage output pulse is applied

directly to the ion diode by the vacuum coaxial line. The flexibility of in-

creasing the voltage, current and composition of output geometry is an impor-

tant feature of the SHVS type accelerator.

The impedance of tha ion diode, which is the lo«d of the induction ac-

celerator, must be corcrolled in time to obtain precisely shaped diode wave

form. The time evolution of diode impedance characteristics strongly depends

on the diode geometrical parameters and also type of ion source. We have con-

sidered first the injection plasma or injection ion bean source because of it

possibility of controlling the diode impedance which is essential to shape the

diode voltage wave form in SHVS.

III. EXPERIMENTS ON PROTOTYPE OF SHVS
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Inaction, Stage induction Cor«

Fig.1 Schematic configuration of SHVS, induction
voltage adder LIB-ICF driver system.

Fig.2 The configuration and photograph of prototype
SHVS, eight stages induction voltage adder.
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The prototype machine "Reiden IV-SHVS"^12) have been constructed. It

consisted of the pulse forming section, the power dividing section, the induc-

tive cavity voltage adding section and the diode. The configuration of eight

stages SHVS is shown in Fig.2. Each cavities are powered by four 50 high

voltage cables. Amorphous magnetic materials are used as troidal insulating

cores. The overall length and diameter of one cavity are 0.5m and 1m, respec-

tively. Output voltage of every four cavities are added by two inner conduc-

tors which feeds a negative and a positive high voltage power pulse to the

central diode section. Each cavities are operated with maximum voltage of

0.5MV, so a final output voltage of 4 MV, a current of 40 kA and a pulse width

of 100 ns are achieved. In this prototype machine, the external applied mag-

netic field coil was prepared for insulation between outer ground electrode

and inner high voltage electrode, instead of an insufficient azimuthal aelf-B

field due to low current operation. In experiments, the coaxial line of

ro=150 mm and ri=83 am was used. The maximum voltage of negative and positive

coaxial line are 2KV. The critical magnetic field for insulation ia estimated

to be 1.6 kG for negative line and 0.89 kG for positive line. The applied Bg

field was 4 kG at maximum. No electron loss was observed with and without the

applied insulation field at the output voltage less than 3»2 MV (the average

electric field was 0.24 MV/cm but the peak electric field on the surface of

inner electrode was 0.43 MV/cm). And no significant current loss was observed

up to the average field strength of 0.3 MV/cn (the output voltage of 4 MV)

with insulation field. The observed low current loss without insulation field

may imply that the critical field for explosive emission'"' was higher than

0.43 MV/cm or the space charge limited current (100 A/cm2 fOr V=1.6 MV, and

d=6.7 cm) was too low to expand the emission region, which was local at start,

during pulse width.

Figure 3 shows the experimental setup of single stage applied-Br ion

diode with a plasma injection ion. source. The diode gap was 30 urn and the

diode area was 81 cm . Annular beams of 8cm in diameter were generated. An

anode ion source with carbon flash board was set in the anode electrode.

Figure 4(a) shows the plasma signals fron the ion source without diode power.

Applied-Br field strongly attenuate the ion source plasma to cross the diode

gap. But Fig. 4(b) indicates that the ion beaa was mainly extracted from the

injected ion source plasma. The maxiaun ion current density of 42 A/c* and

total ion current of 3«4 kA were obtained with this ion source at the diode
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Fig.3 Experimental setup of single
stage applid-B ion diode
with a plasma Injection ion
source in the anode
electrode*
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ION WXlnCC ON
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la)

SOnwc/dtv
3.7 (A/cm )/«».

(b)

Pig.4 Charge collector signals
show (a) plasma signals from
the ion source and (b) ion
beam signals.
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1 0 0 1 5 0 2 0 0

time(ns) Fig.5 The diode voltage, current
and ion current wave forms.

5 0 100 ISO
TIME(ns)

200

Fig.6 The time history of diode
impedance with changing the
applied-Br field and without
ion source.
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voltage and current of 3.2 MV and 39 kA. This means that an ion flux of more

than 40 A/cm was injected into the diode gap through a transverse magnetic

field or a dense plasma layer was formed along the magnetic field due to the

plasma stagnation in the diode gap. The typical diode voltage, current and

ion current wave form sire shown in Pig. 5. The experimental results show that

the injection plasma ion source reduced the time delay of ion current turn-on

time of 15-20 nB, which was typical value for a paraffin filled groove

anodeC*', to less than 5 ns. Figure 6 shows the diode impedance for various

applied magnetic field. The injected plasma flux should be changed by a

strength of the applied field. The diode impedance rapidly decreased at early

stage of pulse to 50-80 ohm and gradually increased after that due to the lack

of ion source plasma. The experimental datr, showed that the diode impedance

should be controlled by changing the flux of ion source plasma. This type of

diode operation will use in ion beam injection diode at aecond stage of two-

stage charge stripping diode which is mentioned in section V.

Figure 7(a) and (b) show the set up of ion pinhole camera (IPHC, 40 mm

long, 100/un diameter pinhole) and observed image of anode, respectively. This

works as a shadow box due to the low divergence angle of emitted beam. Ion

beams are deflected to the radial direction by self magnetic field of diode

and to the azimuthal direction by the applied-Br field. The image of ion on

CR-39 plate shows a local beam divergence and the time variation of beam

trajectory. The local, instant beam divergence is less than 3 wad. Figure

7(c) shows calculated time variation of ion beam trajectory using the ex-

perimental diode voltage, current and distribution of applied magnetic field.

The measured deflection angle to the aziuuthal direction is in agreement with

calculated value but deflection to the radial direction could not be explained

by only the self magnetic field effect. It night be due to the distortion of

ion emitting surface at the anode. Further studies of the distortion of ion

source are required.

VI. TWO-STAGE CHARGE STRIPPIHG DIODE

In the ..magnetically self-insulating tranenission line, in generally

speaking, the high impedance operation is difficult because of increasing the

line aspect ratio (outer diameter divided by inner diameter) exponentially.

This fact indicates that the LIB driver nodule which parameters are the volt-
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Fig.7 Experimental set up of ion pinhole camera (a).
Ion image (b) shows the local beam divergence
and time variation of beam deflection, (c) is
the calculated time variation of ion bean
deflection.

Induction civltl»

E=»V>+N»V.
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drat alao* ««on* I U H
MOOCNT ITBCMV

Fig.8 The schematic configuration
of two-stage charge strip-
ping ion diode. A singly
charged ions are stripped
after acceleration at first
stage diode. The stripped
ions are accelerated by
second diode.

Fig. 9 Fraction of ion charge state
as a function of incident
Li+ energy into a Hylar foil
of 0.01 }IM thickness.
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age of 30 MV, the power of several tera watt (this value is adapted to the

beam transport system) can not be constructed without use a very large

cavities.

In this section, we will consider the two-atage charge stripping ion

diode which reduces the voltage of SHVS, the impedance of MITL and make pos-

sible to operate the system both with low power and with high power. This

type of diode are also studying by J.T.Crow^^. The schematic of this diode

is shown in Fig.8. Two diodes is fed by triaxial MITL. In this diode, singly

charged ions are stripped after acceleration at first stage diode and next

they get the acceleration energy of the charge state times the voltage of

second diode. To operate the induction adder as a impedance matched self mag-

netically insulated transmission line (MITL) node, the low power operation was

limited for a fixed output voltage and cavity geometry. The output power

ratio for the single diode Ps and for the two-stage diode P^ are described as

where e assume that the radial size of MITL in two cases are same and z is

charge state of stripped ion, Ng is number of cavities for single diode, H^

and N2 are numbers of cavity connected to the first and second diodes of two-

stage system. The right hand side of inequality (1) is less than unity.

Therefor, two-stage diode extent the operational power range to lower side

comparing to the single diode system. High power operation also possible by-

decreasing the impedance of MITL, or in other word, increasing the thickness

of middle electrode of triple-coaxial line. But the output current have a

limitation because of keeping the high brightness of ion beam and the low

aberration of beam focusing. Second restriction is that the output current of

two-stage diode is same in two diode system. Then the ratio is

-%- = - (2).
Ps *

To satisfy these two restrictions (Eq.(1),(2)), following inequality mist bo

true.
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N
— > z + 1 (3).
N1

The required number of cavities driving the first stage diode N., is

decided by a charge stripping process. This is calculated by experimentally

measured charge changing cross sections^ '. The charge equilibration of ions

is calculated by differential simultaneous equations

dF

where Fft is the fraction of the total in particular charge states after

traversing an effective thicknessyU(number density X length) of the stripping

foil and Q i f is the charge changing cross section from the initial charge

state i to the final charge state f. For example, 6 MeV Li+ ions is stripped

to L p + by 0.01 micrometer thick Mylar foil with better than 95*. The charge

stripping fractions Li+ beam as a function of incident beam energy is shown in

Fig. 9. The stripping foil must be thin enough because a multiple small angle

scattering degrade the beam quality. The mean scattering angle of Li ion on

the stripping foil is estimated to be less than 1 mrad^'"'. From this

results, for Ll+ ion beam with energy of E1 = 30 MeV, the cavity voltage of VQ

= 2 MV and z = 3, the required number of cavities for first stage diode is N^

= 3. The stripped ions are accelerated to the energy of 30 MeV by 8 MeV

second stage diode. The inequality (1) is Pj/Pg > 13/45. This means the

required power to operate the induction adder with MITL mode is reduced to

one-third by using the two-stage charge stripping diode. In this case the in-

equality (3) is also satisfied. Figure 10 shows approximate size of the in-

duction adder LIB-ICF driver module with single and two-stages charge striping

diodes. A beam transport between diodes and a constant current oparation of

the second diode should be studied.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the SHVS LIB-ICF driver system with two-stages charge

stripping diode. The prototype of SHVS, eight stages induction adder, was

developed and a output of 4- MV, 100 ns was achieved. The ion diode experi-

ments on SHVS were performed with plasma injection ion source. Experimental

results shows that the improved turn-on delay of less than 5 ns and the pos-



sibility of diode impedance control by injection plasma.
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The compact pulsed power generator, which is named ASO-1, is

successfully constructed. The pulsed power from ASO-1 is supplied to the

magnetically insulated diode, and pulsed ion beams are successfully

generated.

§ 1. Introduction

Intense pulsed ion beams have been generated by the pulsed power

generators of the capacltlve energy storage system, which consist of Narx

bank and the water capacitor. Those pulsed power generators are huge and

heavy. The compact and light pulsed power generators have been requested to

develop the research of pulsed ion beams.

Here, the pulsed power generator ASO-1, which is extremely compact and

light, is successfully constructed. The inductive energy storage system with

fuses and plasma erosion opening switches (PEOS) as two-staged opening

switches is used. Then, the pulsed ion beams are successfully generated by

the ASO-1.

§ 2 . Experiaental Set-up

Figures H a ) and (b) show the schematic configuration and the equivalent

circuit of ASO-1. The height of the apparatus is about 210 en. After five

capacitors, which have 0.7 yF, 20nH and the nominal voltage of 5OkV each, are

charged to 2SkV, the field distortion switch is fired. The current flows

through the capacitors, the inductor (O.S or 4.0 ft H) consisting of the

coaxial configuration, and several parallel copper fuses. When the energy

stored in the capacitors is transferred to the inductor, the fuses vaporize.

Then the pulsed power is produced. Water is selected as the aabient

material of the fuses.1 It was confirmed by the experiment2 that parallel

fuses vaporize simultaneously.
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The pulsed power produced by the fuses flows to the PEOS region through

the spark gap. The plasma for the PEOS is produced by four carbon plasma

guns. Each gun is operated by a 0.4 (1? capacitor charged 25kV.

Figure 2 shows the schematic configuration of the magnetically insulated

diode. The diode is set-up on the ASO-1. Only the fuses are used as the

opening switches.

§ 3 . Results and discussions

The dependence of the output voltage on the wire length is shown in

Fig.3, where n and Vco are the number of wires and the charging voltage of

the capacitor. The output voltage increases and then decreases with the wire

length, for a constant wire length. The output voltage increases linearly

with the wire length for the short wire length, since the breakdown voltage

just after the vaporization of copper wire is proportional to the wire

length. The proper number of wires to get the maximum current exists. The

maximum voltage is about 10 times of Vco. The detail experimental results

using both fuses and PEOS as the opening switches will be described at

another paper. The preliminary results were described already.3

The current density of the pulsed ion beam, which is generated by ASO-1

using only the fuses as the opening switch, and the diode voltage are shown

in Fig.4. The rise time of the diode voltage is within 40nsec, and the

current density of the pulsed ion beam is about 70A/cm2. The rise tine of

the diode voltage is changed easily by the length of the spark gap, which is

shown in Fig.2.

§,4. Summary

The compact pulsed power generator by the inductive energy storage

system is successfully constructed. The output voltage is amplified about 10

times of the charging voltage of the capacitor by only the fuses as the

opening switches.

The pulsed power is supplied to the magnetically insulated diode, and

the pulsed ion beams with 70A/cm2 are successfully generated.
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Abstract

We tried ion beam generation with an "Inverse Pinch Ion Diode" by

using a newly constructed pulse power generator "HARIMA-II". The ion beam

with the energy of 170 keV was obtained, and its peak value of the total

current was 12 kA. The main component of the ion beam was found to be

hydrogen.

51. Introduction

The pulse power generator has been developed on an energy driver for

inertial confinement fusion. In this field, large scale machines1', which

can generate a power of tera-watts, have been constructed, and are used for

experiments. On the other hand, intense ion beams generated with pulse

power generators have been utilized to development of new materials, e.g.

modification of surface layer and annealing2"*1'.

A small pulse power generator called "HARIMA-II" has been newly

constructed at the Himeji Institute of Technology. This generator will be

mainly used to application study mentioned above. Some initial experiments

are plar.r.?̂ , and its themes are as follows:

1. Light or medium ion beam generation for application to development of

new materials with an "Inverse Pinch Ion Diode"5*6'.

2. Metallic ion beam generation with an "Point Pinch Diode"7'8'.

3. High power microwave generation with relativistic electron beam

diodes9'.

4. Soft X-ray generation with Z-pinch10'.

We tried ion beam generation with the "Inverse Pinch Ion Diode". This

experiment belongs to the first theme of our initial experiments, and also

serves for the test of the new pulse power generator "HARIMA-II". The
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diode has been firstly proposed by S. Miyamoto et al.5'6', and is similar

to the SMAUG diode proposed by J. P. VanDevender et al.11'.

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the "Inverse Pinch Ion Diode".

The diode consists of a ring cathode projected from a circular plate and a

ring anode. When a pulse high voltage is applied to the diode, the

electrons emitted from the ring cathode are accelerated to the anode, and

bombard the anode surface. Electron bombardment produces an anode plasma

from which ions are extracted. At the same time, the current flowing along

the center conductor generates the azimuthal magnetic field. This magnetic

field makes the electrons move radially, so that the lifetime of the

electron is lengthened. Consequently, effective ion beam generation is

expected. In this paper we present the initial experimental results about

the "Inverse Pinch Ion Diode".

§2. Experimental Setup

Figure 2 shows the cross-section of the pulse power generator

"HARIMA-II". This generator was newly constructed, and started in

operation early October in 1968. The Marx generator mainly consists of 16-

capacitors and 8-gap switches, and the maximum stored energy is 5 kj. With

50 kV charged voltage of each capacitor, the maximum output voltage of 800

kV is obtained. The characteristic impedance and the pulse width of the

pulse line were designed as 3 J5 and 50 ns, respectively.

We firstly carried out the experiment which the dummy load of 3 JJ was

connected at the end of the generator. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the wave

forms of voltages with this dummy load. In this shot, each capacitor was

charged with 50 kV. The voltage shown in Fig. 2 (a) corresponds to the

output voltage of the Marx generator, and its p«>.ak value is 850 kV. Figure

2 (b) also shows the voltage measured at the end of the pulse line, and its

top value is 460 kV. The wave form of the current passing through the

dummy load is shown in Fig. 2 (c). The maximum value of the current is 150

kA.

The schematic drawing of an experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.

The diode consists of the ring cathode projected from the circular plate

and the ring anode. The ring made of a 2 mm thick acrylic plate is

attached on the anode surface. This ring is bombarded by the electrons

emitted from the ring cathode, and the surface layer of the ring becomes a

plasma. This plasma plays role of an ion source in ion beam generation.
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The experiments were performed with the three sets of the cathode and the

anode. The outer diameters of each anode were 180, 140, 50 mm, and the

corresponding inner diameters were 60, 60, 10 mm. In the cases of the

larger two anodes, the ring cathode of 80 mm in outer diameter was used.

In another case, that of 15 mm was used.

Voltages are measured at the end of the pulse line (VL) and at the

diode (VD). A copper sulfate and a resistive voltage divider are used for

measurement of VL and VD, respectively. The diode current (I0> is measured

with a Rogowski coil. Two biased ion collectors (BIC) are used to measure

the current of the ion beam; one is a small BIC, and the other is a large

BIC. The small BIC has one small aperture of 0.5 mm in diameter, and is

used to measure the current density of ion beams. The large BIC has many

apertures on a mesh, and is used to measure a total current of ion beams.

The diameter of the aperture is 0.5 mm, and the transparency of the mesh is

0.2 %. Each charge collector of the BICs are biased at -450 V to remove

the accompanying electrons. A Thomson-parabola ion spectrometer is

employed for analyzing the species and those energies of ion beams. The

collimator has the two pinholes of which diameters are 0.2 and 0.5 mm. The

maximum values of the magnetic and the electric field are 0.54 T and 6

kv/cm, respectively. The film CR-39 is used for detection of analyzed

§3. Experimental Results

3.1 Diode characteristics

The typical wave forms of the voltages and the current are shown in

Figs. 4. Figures 4 (a), (b) and (c) are VL, VD and I^ obtained with the

anode of 50 mm in outer diameter, respectively. Figure 4 (d) is also Vp

obtained with that of 140 mm. In the experiments with the "Inverse Pinch

Ion Diode", the wave forms of VL and ID are almost the same except each

peak value. In Fig. 4 (a), the top value of VL is 340 kV, and the pulse

width (FWHM) is 80 ns. Although timing between VJJ and Ij, is not shown in

Figs. 4, lL rises up at about 10 ns after VD is initiated, and reaches its

peak value of 95 kA for 75 ns.

Initially, we used the large anodes of which outer diameters were 180

and 140 mm. In these cases, VD reached once a high voltage (e.g. in Fig.4

(d) it was 23OkV), but this voltage was not kept. This meant that the

impedances of the diode was very low (e.g. in Pig. 4 (d) it was less than
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1 JJ). Therefore we made the small anode of which outer diameter was 50 mm.

Figure 4 (c) shows the wave form of VD with this anode. In this case, the

initial high voltage is kept. The top value and the pulse width of VD are

170 kV and 95 ns, respectively. Typical impedance is estimated as about

3 JJ. Here inductive correction for VD was not considered, because the

resistive voltage divider was located at downstream of the diode.

3.2 Measurement of ion beam with BICs

Figures 5 show the typical wave forms of the ion beams obtained with

the BICs. In these shots, the anode of 140 mm in outer diameter was used.

Figure 5 (a) shows the current density of the ion beam (j^) measured with

the small BIC at 50 mm from the diode axis. The signal raises sharply, and

reaches the peak value of 150 A/cm2. Figure 5 (b) also shown the total

current of the ion beam (1^), and its peak value is 12 kA. The total

current of 13.B kA is roughly estimated by the radial profile of the ion

beam obtained with the small BIC (shown in Fig. 7). Therefore it may be

considered that there is no effect of secondly electrons on our large BIC.

Here the reason why the signals are reversed has been not made clear.

Figures 6 show the dependences of 1^ and VD on the anode-cathode (A-K)

gap length. Figures 6 (a) and (b) were obtained with the anode of 140 ram

in outer diameter and that of 50 mm, respectively. In Fig. 6 (a), VJJ

gradually becomes higher with increasing the A-K gap length. The total

current of the ion beam sharply increases, and reaches the maximum value of

9.4 kA at the A-K gap length of 6 mm. The power of the ion beam is

estimated 0.72 GW at the A-K gap length of 6 mm. In Fig. 6 (b), VD also

gradually becomes higher, but 1^ monotonically decreases with increasing

the A-K gap length. The power of the ion beam is also estimated 2.2 GW at

the A-K gap length of 2 mm. This value is about three times higher than

that obtained with the anode of 140 mm in outer diameter. These results

indicate that with the smaller anode j^ becomes higher, and impedance

matching also becomes well. However serious damage is observed on the

acrylic plate attached on the anode.

The radial profile for j^ is shown in Fig. 7. This profile was

obtained by combining the several data measured with the small BIC. The

maximum value of j^ is measured at about 10 mm away from the cathode. This

feature is similar to that reported in Ref. 6. The position of the maximum

value of ji moves radially inward with decreasing the diameter of the
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anode. By using the anode of 50 mm in outer diameter, j^ exceeded 1 kA/cm2

on the diode axis. It is usually said that a BIC is not useful at current

density much above 1 kA/cm2 because of plasma production and ablation on

the aperture and the collector. Therefore tht detail experiment has not

been performed yet.

Figures 8 show the dependences of 1^ and VD on the charged voltage of

the Marx generator. Figures 8 (a) and (b) were obtained with the anode of

140 mm in outer diameter and that of 50 mm, respectively. In Figs. 8, Vp

gradually increases with increasing the charged voltage, and 1^ also

increases or keeps at a constant value.

3.3 Analysis of ion species with Thomson-parabola ion spectrometer

Figure 9 shows the typical traces on the film CR-39 located in the

Thomson-parabola ion spectrometer. Two spot like traces are found out at

the left top of Fig. 9. Left one is the trace by neutral particles, and

corresponds to the origin of the coordinate in the Thomson-parabola ion

spectrometer. Right one is the trace without the magnetic and the electric

field. The difference between these two traces is probably caused by

residual magnetic field in the magnetic deflection section. The trace at

top of Fig. 9 is due to the ions deflected by only magnetic field. The

trace at left side of Fig. 9 is also due to the ions deflected by only

electric field. These traces correspond to the axes of the coordinate.

From Fig. 9, the main component of the ion beam is found to be hydrogen.

The traces by carbon ions are also found out, but we are not able to see in

Fig. 9. The main part of the hydrogen ions has the energy ranged from 140

to 180 keV. This energy agrees with the energy obtained by the top value

of the diode voltage shown in Fig. 4 (c).

§4. Summary

We tried ion beam generation with the "Inverse Pinch Ion Diode" by

using the newly constructed pulse power generator "HARIMA-II". The ion

beam with the energy of 170 keV was obtained, and its peak value of the

total current was 12 kA. The main component of the ion beam was found to

be hydrogen. The experimental results indicate that with a smaller anode

the current density of the ion beam becomes higher, and impedance matching

also becomes well. However serious damage is observed on the acrylic plate

attached on the anode. Now we try to make the diode most suitable to
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development of new materials, and also try medium ion beam generation (e.g.

carbon ion).
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the "Inverse Pinch Ion Diode"
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of the pulse power generator "HARIMA-II", and the

typical wave forms obtained with the dummy load of 3 Q. The

figures (a), (b) and (c) are the output voltage of the Marx

generator, that of pulse line and the current passing through the

dummy load, respectively. The time scale is 40 ns/div.
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 4. The wave forms of the voltage of the pulse line (a), the diode

voltages (b),(d) and the diode current (c). The vertical scales

in the figures (a), (b), (c) and (d) are 150 kV/div, 50 kV/div, 25

kA/div and 50 kV/div, respectively. The time scale in each figure

is 20 ns/div. The charged voltage was 30 kV in each shot. The

A-K gap length is 3 nun in the figures (a), (b)and (c), and is 4 mm

in the figure (d).
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1200
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Fig. 7. The radial profile of the ion beam. The anode of 140 mm in outer

diameter is used. The A-K gap length and the charged voltage are

6mm and 30 kV, respectively.

( a )

150

20 25 30 35
Charged Voltage (uv)

200

(b)

20 25 30 35
Charged Voltage (kV)

Fig. 8. The dependences of the total current of the ion beam O and the

diode voltage A on the charged voltage of the Marx generator.

The A-K gap length is 6 mm in the figure (a), and is 3 mm in the

figure !b).
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Fig. 9. Typical traces on the film CR-39 located in the Thomson-parabola

ion spectrometer with the magnetic field of 0.1 T and the electric

field of 3 kV/cm. In this shot, the charged voltage of the Marx

generator, the A-K gap length and the outer diameter of the anode

are 30 kV, 3 mm and 50 mm, respectively.
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LASER DIAGNOSTICS ON MAGNETICALLY INSULATED

FLASHOVER PULSED ION DIODES

K.HORIOKA, N.TAZIMA, T.FUKUI and K.KASUYA

Tokyo Institute of Technology, Department of Energy Sciences,

The Graduate School at Nagatsuta, Nagatsuta 4259,

Midori-ku Yokohama 227, Japan

Our recent experimental results on the characteristics of a

flashover-type applied-B magnetically insulated pulsed ion diode

are described. The main issues are to investigate the cause of

impurity of the extracted beam and to examine the effect of

neutral particles on the diode characteristics. In the

experiment, our main efforts were placed on laser diagnostics of

the diode gap behavior.

#1 Introduction

Although there are many types of pulsed ion diodes,

magnetically insulated flashover type diode is most widely used.

There are many advantages; simplicity, reliability, ease of

controlling the beam directionality, stiffness of ion emitting

surface against the diamagnetism of electron motion and others.

In fact, this type of diode has been the only reliable beam

source which can be operated at TW power level with moderate

repetition capability.

However, surface flashover ion source has also some

drawbacks, they are impurity of the extracted beam and impedance

falling of the acceleration gap. Most simple way to improve the

purity of the beam is to upgrade the purity of ion source itself.

However contamination on the anode surface may degrade the

beam purity.

Generally, the impedance of this type diode is falling with

time. The cause of impedance falling is supposed to be the turn-
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on delay of source plasma, fast expansion of anode plasma and

charge accumulation in the gap. A large amount of neutral

particles in the initial phase seems to be significant and

inevitable process for the anode plasma formation. The high

neutral density near the anode plasma can result in charge

exchange and make fast neutrals which may be the cause of fast

plasma expansion i.e, impedance falling. ' '

Recently, our attention is concentrated on these issues;

the cause of impurity of extracted beam and the behavior of

neutral particles in the gap of flashover ion sources.

For the above mentioned purpose, besides the conventional

diagnostics such as biased ion collector, Rogowski coil and

resistive 01 inductive voltage monitor, we developed laser aided

diagnostic method to investigate the behavior of acceleration gap

especially that of neutral particles. Physical properties of the

anode plasma were measured with the spectroscopic method as has

been done by R.Pal and D.Hammer et al.,. The

spectroscopically measured electron number density of the plasma
16 —3

was typically 10 cm and its temperature ~1eV.

#2 Experimental Results

2-1 Purity of the Extracted Beams

Normally, the composition of extracted beam should be

determined by the choice of dielectric materials. However, in

some cases, the dominant component of the beam is from the

surface contaminant or adsorbed gas layer on the anode surface.

Experimental results described in this report were obtained

with an annular (applied-Br) magnetically insulated diode. The

beam ions are extracted from the surface flashover plasma of

dielectric materials on the anode surface. The diode whose anode

can be cooled down by liquid nitrogen (down to about 77K) or a

cryo-cooler (to about 20K) has A-K(Anode-Cathode) gap spacing of

5-6mm. To avoid too much heat inflow to, and impurity

contamination on the anode surface, the cooled anode was



surrounded by a cold shroud which was cooled by liquid nitrogen.

They typically delivered 50-100A/cm ion current density (for

proton source) at nominal diode voltage of 200-300kV and B/B*=1-

2, where B denotes the insulating magnetic field in the gap and

B* its critical value.

The effect of surface contamination on the purity of the

extracted beam was investigated. A schematic diagram of the

experimental set-up is shown in Fig.1. The diode utilizes a

radial magnetic field between the annular brass anode and the

thin stainless cathode vanes. The copper anode was cooled by the

cryo-cooler down to 20K. The ion source (nitrogen gas) was

supplied by a nozzle system through the cathode slot. The

condensed nitrogen layer of about 1mm thickness was used as the

ion source.

Typical waveforms of ion current obtained with a large

diameter ion collector (BIC) are shown in Fig.2 for operation

with gas puff (a) and for normal operation (b). To estimate tlie

beam composition by the TOF dispertion of waveshapes, the BIC was

located 35cm from the anode surface. In the 'with gas puffing

case1, a highly under-expanded supersonic neutral gas (nitrogen
1 9gas) of 10 particles/s flow rate was puffed continuausly on the

anode surface, during diode operation. The gas flow was guided

from nozzle exit to the active anode surface by the inner and

outer cathode walls. The estimated particle flux density of the
17 2

gas was about 10 part./cm s at the anode surface. The cooled

anode (about 20K) can bu considered to be perfect sink against

the nitrogen injection of this flow rate and also against the

background gas of the vacuum chamber. Typical background
-4

pressure of the diode chamber was 1X10 torr for room temperature

operation and 2X10~ torr for the cooled anode case. At the
— 4 —5background pressure of 10 -10 torr, the particle flux

17 2

..mpinging on the surface is order of 10 /cm sec. Then if the

sticking coefficient is near unity, it takes only several ms to

form a monolayer of contaminant on the surface. However as can be

seen, when nitrogen gas was puffed on the surface, the proton

peak of the ion current (due to contamination) waveform was
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disappeared and the extracted ion current of nitrogen peak

increased two-to-three times compared with the normal operation

From this result, it was concluded that the surface

contamination on the anode surface was one of the cause of beam

impurity. However it was not so severe as expected from the

above mentioned consideration. The effect of contamination from

the backgroud gas must be decided by the configuration of the

diode section.

#2-2 Emission of Neutral Particles

In this experiment, a Br-diode powered with a 5Q, -60ns

blu.Tilein line was used. It has coaxial geometry and paraffin wax

filled in the groove on the anode surface was used as the ion

source.

A nitrogen laser pumped dye laser was constructed to

investigate the gap behavior. The nitrogen laser, which has 5ns

pulse width was triggered by the voltage pulse divided directly

from the blumlein line. To observe the gap behavior, a

shadowgraph of the diode gap was taken by the dye laser. The

typical photos are shown in Fig.3. It was observed that a large

number of particles, which filled out the whole gap within 500ns

from the voltage rise, were emitted '*ith diode operation.

A model which assumes the fast plasma expansion in the

initial phase is due to an expansion of hot neutrals was proposed.

( ),( ) T n e existence of neutral particles near the ion emitting

surface may also result in the energy spread of ion beams. Figure

4 shows the time resolved Thomson parabola CR-39 traces of the

beams extracted from the Br-diode. As can be seen with this

figure, the beam energy estimated from the trace has a large

energy spread.

In any way, the emission of neutral particles plays an

important role on the formation of the anode plasma and also on

the characteristics of the diode. However, the process which

leads to their creation is not fuly understood* '
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In our previous paper, we reported that 10 -10 particles
(9)

were emitted per one shot operation of the Br-diode . The

number corresponded nearly 10 times compared with ions extracted

from the diode gap. We also examined the temperature effect of

anode dielectric materials on the turn-on time of ion emission.

In the experiments, it was observed that the turn-on time

decreased with the temperature rise, which was explained by the

increase of evaporation of source materials ' '.

To ascertain this, we tested two materials (CH3OH and H2O)

as the ion source and measured Hot line emission from them. They

were condensed on the anode surface cooled with liquid nitrogen.

Fig.5 shows the Hot line emission as a function of diode time. As

expected, CH3OH which has higher vapor pressure, emitted higher

Hoi emission with faster rise than that from H2O.

From these results, we can conclude that in the formation

process of anode plasma, neutral particles induced by thermal

processes (thermal evaporation or thermal desorption) play a

significant role.

#2-3 Laser Interferometry

To measure quantitatively the behavior of neutral particle
(1 2)

in the gap, we are developing resonant interferometry * ',

because the sensitivity of the conventional interferomtric method

is too low.

If we can utilize resonance effect, the enhanced refraction

nr is given approximately as,

nr - 1 = (r,f/41C)(A3/(^ - Xr) Nl/(1 -(glNu/guNl) ) ) (1)

where \ is the wavelength, f is the absorption oscillator

strength, r« is the classical electron radius, N is the -atomic

number density, g is the statistical weight and subscript r,u,l

denote resonance state, uppei and lower resonance level

respectively. We can upgrade the sensitivity typically more than

hundreds times compared with the conventional technique.

Moreover, we can estimate the behavior of specific level of the
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specific atom by tuning the laser wavelength.

On the other hand, the refractivity by the plasma electron

can be expressed as,

n - 1 = -4.49x10"28X2 Ne (2)

here, ^ is the wavelength (nra). For example, when 4X=0.1nm, and

at hydrogen line (656.3nm, f=.435), their contribution to the

refractivity can be written as follows,

(n - 1) = a (1.42x103Nr - Ne) (3)

and also when dX =-0.1nm, it is written as,

(n - 1) = a <-1.42X103Nr - Ne) (4)

For off-resonance line, it can be written by,

(n - 1) = a (1.42X102N - Ne) (5)

where a is constant (1.93X10" ), N is the hydrogen atomic number

density at ground level. We can estimate those values by the

measurement of fringe shift at three wavelength

At first, we measured the distribution of hydrogen atoms

in the gap region by the Hook method. The experimental setup and

a typical result is shown schematically in Fig.6, with a typical

photograph. The dye laser was operated at broad band mode (A\-

30A) and tuned to the hydrogen resonance line. The light from

the Mach-Zehnder interferometer was focused on the slit of a 50cm

monochromator. Output image of the monochromator was enlarged

with a cylindrical lens and recorded on a 35mm film; RE 135-36

Kodak Co. Ltd. It was observed uhat 10 -10 cm excited

hydrogen atoms were emitted just after the main voltage pulse and

they filled out the entire gap within 200ns from the voltage

rise. Under the assumption of steady state CRE model and the
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electron number density measured with the spectroscopic method,

the ground state population was estimated to be 10 -10 cm" .

With resonant method we can estimate the behavior of

specific level of the specific atoms. To get more information

about the behavior of neutral particles, the dye laser is

operated at norrow baad mode (/^<1A). The experimental setup

of the resonance interferometry is shown in Fig.7. An example

of the interferometry is shown with oscillo-trace of pulse line

output voltage in Fig.8.

As can be seen with this figure, the fringe shift by the

electron follows that by neutral hydrogen. This result

qualitatively supports the plasma expansion model, which explains

that the fast plasma expansion of the pulsed ion diode is induced

by chage exchanged high energy neutral particles.

For the quantitative estimation, multi wavelength

interferometry or a proper plasma model is needed . The

quantitative estimation including the three wavelength

interferometry, resonance scattering measurements and the

development of the plasma model is under development nov*.

#3 Summary and Discussions

Our recent experimental effort is placed upon the

investigation of the acceleration gap behavior of flash-over type

magnetically insulated diodes. Especially our attention is laid

on the cause of beam impurity of the extracted beam and on the

effect of neutral particles on the characteristics of the diodes.

In our previous experiments, the neutral gas emission into

the diode chamber was order of 10 /shot. It was nearly 10

times of ion total number extracted from the gap, and

corresponded to about 10 layers of dielectric material if we

assume the particle emission was limitted from the diode active

surface. In other words, the dielectric materials which relate

the ion source formation was about 10 layers at most, in our

experimental condition. It was also supposed that when we used

cooled anode, surface contamination effect must be more severe,

however we did't observe such effect. We speculate that most of
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the adsorbates and water vapor condense and trapped on the

surrounding cold shroud.

Population distributions of excited state atomic hydrogen

were measured directly in the gap of a magnetically insulated

pulsed ion diode. It was observed that hydrogen (n=2) atoms of
13 -3several times of 10 cm filled out the gap within 200ns from

the voltage rise. With a simplified CRE model, it was also

estimated that this value corresponded to 10 -10 cm" of ground

state hydrogen (n=1) atoms.

From various kinds of experiments mentioned above, we can

conclude that the particle emission of neutral gas plays

significant role on the source formation of flashover diodes.

As well known, there is general scaling of beam brightness

with voltage. It scales approximately 3.5 power of the voltage.

The temporally and spacially focusable power depend on the

brightness, purity, and also the impedance characteristics of the

diode gap. Unfortunately at present, inductive voltage

multiplication and also multi-acceleration gap systems are far

from completion. A high power density target clearly reqiures the

larger voltage, the improved beam purity including charge purity,

and improved characteristics of diode impedance. However there

are unsolved problems for the voltage rising. Partly because

of simple structure of the system and partly through well •

developed technology, single gap acceleration system which use

flashover source is considerably less expensive and more reliable

than other systems. If those defects can be oveccome, the

selection of flashover deuteron source raay be a reasonable

compromise from the point view of ICF energy driver.
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Figure Captions

FIG.1 Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement

FIG.2 Typical waveshapes of ion current from solid nitrogen

ion source with (a) and without (b) gas puffing on

the anode surface

FIG.3 Typical result of laser shadow of the diode gap

FIG.4 Example of time resolved Thomson parabola trace

FIG.5 Ha-line emission from condensed CH3OH and H2O

FIG.6 Experimental setup for the Hook method

FIG.7 Experimental setup for resonant interferometry

FIG.8 Typical result of resonant interferometry
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Abstract

Experimental results are presented on SF« gas switch trig-

gering characteristics by XeCl laser (308 nm) . First, the

laser was used to irradiate pure 5F« gas. We have clarified

characteristics of breakdown threshold and energy absorption as

a function of pressure. A low jitter (260 ps) triggering of

high voltage gas switch has been achieved. Second, we have

seeded an additive gas (NN-Diethylaniline [CsH5N(C2Hs)2]) into

pure SF6, which is selected to undergo resonant two-step photon

ionization in the UV laser field. Lower breakdown threshold

and good triggering characteristics have been observed in the

presence of the additive gas in SF6 gas.

§1. Introduction

Recently, the technique of laser triggering gap switch

(LTGS) has been widely applied in low jitter synchronizing

system of pulse-power technology1"3' since an excellent trig-

gering behaviour has been achieved with short delay time and low

jitter. In spite that SFt gas has higher self-breakdown

threshold against electric field, it has a low breakdown

threshold to UV laser irradiation compared to other dielectic

gases. Hence, the UV lasers are suitable to trigger SF( gas
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switches.

In early experiments of LTGS system, the laser beam with

long wavelength was usually focused on the surface of the elec-

trode to produce ablative plasma of metal. It works rela-

tively well for smaller switches operating below 50 k v V

Recently, UV lasers with large output energy and low emittance

have been available. Thus, we are able to focus laser into the

gas between electrodes to obtain power density more than GW/cm2.

The gas breakdown can be induced by volume effects with this

high power density. In fact, several experiments have already

been demonstrated on the reduction of jitter in the actual

pulse-power system, where KrF lasers have been normally utilized

for switch triggering.1 31 However, there were few data on SF6

gas breakdown characteristics by use of XeCl lasers.

In the presence of some other additive gas such as NN-

Diethylaniline in pure SF6, cii the other hand, it has been

reported that the breakdown threshold has been significantly

reduced due to resonant two-step photon ionization process.1 *'

In this paper, we would like to present some experimental

data on gas breakdown and trigerring characteristics in SFb gas

switch by use of XeCl laser. Furthermore, experimental results

will be demonstrated on the reduction of the breakdown threshold

and good triggering characteristics in the presence of the

additive gas in SF6.

§2. Experimental arrangement

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement of the energy

absorption of XeCl laser in SF6. We have used this arrange-

ment to measure the breakdown thresholds of SF6 with and without

the additive gas. The XeCl laser (EMG 202 MSC, Lambda Physik)

has the output energy of - 314 mJ when charged at 24 kV. The

pulse duration of the laser is - 81 ns. From the measurement
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of damage threshold on the quartz window, we have found the

threshold to be 7.6 J/cra2. Since the laser has relatively

large divergence angle, we have used a focusing lens of short

focal distance (f = 133 nun) to focus the laser in the gas.

§3. Experimental results and discussions

3.1. Energy absorption of XeCl laser and breakdown in SF6

Figure 2 shows the energy absorption of XeCl laser in 3800

Torr of SFB as a function of input energy. When input energy

of XeCl is larger than 230 mJ the breakdown of SF6 occurs. In

this case, more than 15 mJ of laser energy is absorbed by SFe .

Figure 3 shows the ratio of absorption to input energies

(E, b/Em) for 270 mJ input energy as a function of pressures.

It is clear that the energy absorption increases with increasing

pressure up to 760 Torr. At higher pressures, however, it

tencis to saturate with the maximum saturation level of ~ 11 % of

the input energy.

The time history of plasma luminescence was studied. The

picture shown in Fig. 4 was taken using streak camera (IMACON

790) . It is found that the light of plasma is emitted immedi-

ately within 5 ns .̂fter the laser beam arrives at focusing

point. Hence, it is possible to produce plasma very quickly

after the irradiation of the laser.

To estimate the power density, we use the following

relation:

P - ET/t/S(£/133)2 ( W/cm2),

where E is the output energy of laser; T = 37 % , the total

transparency of beam spliter, focus lens and quartz window; t is

the pulse duration of laser (*• 81 ns); S is the cross section

of laser (= 2.2 cm 2); i is the length of visible plasma (= 1 >-
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2.5 mm) .

Figure 5 shows the power density required for SFS breakdown

(P) as a function of pressure of SF«. The breakdown threshold

strongly changes with the change of pressure. For example, the

breakdown threshold is obtained to be P - 4.6 GW/cm2 at p ^ 160

Torr. It approaches to the minimum (P «» 3.2 GW/cm2) at p *• 360

Torr. At higher pressures, however, the threshold power

density increases to saturate to P *- 4 GW/cm2 at p > 1520 Torr.

Such the characteristics seem to be understood by the following:

since SFC is known to be a negative gas with large attachment

cross section with electrons, free electrons produced by multi-

photon ionization at high pressures will be captured by neutral

molecules of SF« to form SF»".

3.2. Switch triggering by XeCl laser

We have studied the switch triggering characteristics of

SF6 gap switch. The gap spacing between electrodes is 7 an.

The self breakdown voltage of the switch (Vs») is typically ~ 60

kV at a pressure of 760 Torr (SF6). Focusing the laser bean

into the various places between the switch electrodes by use of

different lens systems and changing the charging voltage (V) of

the switch, we have studied the triggering properties.

The data shown in Fig. 6 with # were obta. <ed by focusing

the laser beam near the grounded electrode with the lens of f

(focal length) = 20 mm (Setting 8). The data shown with •

were obtained by focusing the laser beam near the high voltage

electrode using two lens of f = 200 mm and f = 20 ran (Setting C

), where we obtained the power density of 6.6 GW/cmz. We

evidently find both the delay time and the jitter rapidly

decrease with increasing V/VSB. In particular, for Setting C,

good triggering characteristics have been clearly obtained:
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ta - 200 ns, a ^ 65 ns at Vch = 0.7 VSB,

U - 20 ns, a - 260 ps at Vch = 0.99 VSB,

where a is the standard deviation of ta in ten shots.

3.3. Triggering characteristics of SF6 switch with additive gas

Triggering characterisitcs of LTGS have been studied with

and without the additive gas mentioned previously by injecting

relatively low power density (*• 3.3 MW/cm2) XeCl laser into the

gap. With such the laser, we could not observe light signal

due to the ionized plasma with and without the additive, but

could be possible to trigger the gap. Table I summarizes the

triggering characteristics of the gap in SF« gas with and

without the additive gas. From this experiment, we find

clearly that both the delay time and the jitter decrease

significantly in the presence of - 0.1 Torr of the additive gas.

Furthermore, from the measurement of the breakdown thresh-

old with and without the additive gas in SFS of 760 Torr, we

have found the threshold significantly reduces in the presence

of a small amount of additive gas:

P >• 3.5 GW/cms in pure SF6,

P - 2.7 GW/cms with the additive gas (̂ 0.1 Torr),

These characterisitcs seem to be understood by the fact that

free electrons will be easily produced by the resonant two-step

photon ionization process in the additive gas rather than due to

multiphoton ionization in the pure SFS gas.
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§4. Conclusions

From the above experiments on triggering characterisitcs of

SF6 gas switch by XeCl laser, we summarize the following con-

clusions

1) The power density of XeCl laser required for SF6 breakdown

(P) strongly changes with the change of pressure. At -- 160

Torr, we find P is - 4.6 GW/cm2. For pressure around 360

Torr, it approaches to the minimum (̂  3.2 GW/cm 2). At high

pressures P increases to saturate to *- 4 GW/cm2 .

2) Excellent triggering characteristics of SF6 gas switch (VSB

(self-breakdown voltage) - 60 kV) have been obtained by LTGS

system. At V = 0.99 Vs», we find t« (delay time) «- 20 ns

and a (jitter) - 260 ps .

3) When a small amount (- 0.1 Torr) of an additive gas (NN-Di-

ethylaniline [C6HsN(C2H5)2]) is seeded into SF8 gas (p = 760

Torr), the breakdown threshold is decreased to - 2.7 GW/cm2

from ^ 3.5 GW/cm2 in pure SFB. Furthermore, the triggering

characteristics of the gap have been improved significantly

compared to those in pure SF6; ta » 9 jis and a -• 1.4 |is with

the additive gas of - 0.1 Torr., whereas t* •*• 33 us and a --

17 us in the pure SF6 gas.
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Table I Triggering characteristics of LTGS with and

without additive gas. V - 0.99VgB, p - 760 Torr.

gas
SF6

SF6 • additive
(0.1 Torr)

t d

33ps

9JJS

17 ys

Ups
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Figure captions

Experimental setup to measure energy absorption in SFt

gas.

Absorbed energy of XeCl laser into SF6 gas (E,b) as a

function of input energy (Em). p (SFS) *- 3800 Torr.

Rate of absorption (E.b/Eln) as a function of pressure

of SF« gas. E,n ^ 270 mJ.

Time evolution of a) plasma luminescence and b) output

of photo-tube. f = 133 mm, En, ̂  247 mJ, p (SF() *-

560 Torr.

Fig. 5 Breakdown threshold for SF6 gas (P) as a function of

pressure of SF» gas, where the experimental setup shown

in Fig. 1 was utilized.

Fig. 6 Delay time (t<) and jitter (o ) of LTGS as a function

of V/VSB for Setting B and Setting C. V.. - 60 kV, p

(SF6) = 760 Torr.
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Abstract

Ion beam-target interaction experiments were performed by

using "Plama Focus Diode". The proton energy loss in different

targets were measured with a time-resolvable Thomson-parabola

energy spectrameter. With the current density of 60 kfl/cm2 and

power density of O.OB TW/cm2 of the ion beam, the enhanced energy

deposition has been observed for the aluminium targets of thick-

ness of 7 \x.m and 3 nm, whereas no enhancement has been observed

for copper and gold targets. The maximum enhancement ratio is

found to be larger than 2 for 3-nm aluminium targets.
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§1. Introduction

In the progress of light-ion-beam inertial confinement fusion

researches, it is very important for us to understand clearly the

energy deposition process in high power beam-target interactions.

In recent years, the enhanced energy deposition due to target

ionization has been considered as of importance in the interac-

tions.1"6' Several authors have reported the enhanced energy

depostion with beam-power densities of 0.3 *• 1.4 TW/cm2 in differ-

ent targets.1 "3) Furthermore, theoretical works were also carried

out to make this phenomenon be understandable.''"

As reported elsewhere, our intense ion beam generator "ETIGO-

II" (3 MV, 460 kA, 1 .4 TW, 50 ns, 70 kJ) is capable of generating

and focusing the ion beam with the power density of 0.08 TW/cra* by

using "Plasma Focus Diode" (PFD).7"101 We intended to study the

ion beam-target interaction with this level of beam power density

because such the power level seems tc be close to the threshold

for observing the enhanced energy deposition.l) In this paper, we

would like to demonstrate the experimental results on the energy

loss of protons in various targets by using a time-resolvable

Thomson-parabola spectrometer (TPS).

§2. Experimental arrangement and diagnostics

Figure 1 shows the structure of the PFD. It is a new type

of self-magnetically insulated, ion-beam diode." Basically, it

consists of a pair of coaxial cylindrical electrodes with diame-

ters of 35 mm (anode) and 22 mm (cathode), respectively. The

axial length is 40 nun. An epoxy was used as the ion source of

the flashboard anode. The ion beam generated from the anode is

two-dimensionally focused (line focusing11 toward the central axis

through the perforated cathode. The cathode is drilled with holes
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(1 nun in diameter), and has the transparency of - 40 %. Basic

properties of the ion beam extracted have been studied by various

diagnostic techniques such as by biased-ion collector (BIC), time-

resolvable energy spectrometer, time-resolvable X-ray pinhole

camera, Rutherford-scattering pinhole camera, and so on7"10'.

Figure 2 shows the waveforms of a) Vd * (inductively corrected

diode voltage) and b) ion-current density measured by BIC (r = 11

mm, z = 5 mm) . From Fig. 2, we see Vd* - 1.4 MV and J, - 1.5

JcR/cm2 at the maximum. Other parameters of the experiments are

summarized as follows: Ia (diode current) ~ 180 kA, r* (focusing

radius of the ion beam) *- (180 - 250) urn, J» (ion-current density

at focusing region) ~ 60 kA/cm2, and Pb (beam-power density) ~

0.08 TW/cm2.

The structure of TPS is schematically illustrated on Fig. 3.

Principally, it is the same as the conventional Thomson-parabola

spectrometer.2' For the PFD, the Rutherfrod-scattering foil is

inserted on the focusing line of the diode with an angle of 45* to

the axis. When targets are used, the scatterer is replaced by

the target foil. In order to obtain a smaller spot of the beam-

let, we have located the second pinhole of the collimator between

the magnetic and the electric deflectors. As a result, the time-

and energy-resolutions are significantly improved. We have used

an appropriate time-varying electric field to carry out the time-

resolved detection of the ion energy. Experimentally, the de-

flecting electric field was in the oscillating waveform with the

peak, value of 25 kV/cm and the period of - 340 ns, which is gener-

ated by a C-L oscillator triggering by the delayed pulser. The

intensity of the magnetic field generated by a permanent magnet is

0.78 T. Both pinholes of the collimator have the diameter of 0.6

mm. The ion traces are recorded on the CR-39 track-recording
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plastic film which can be read out after etchings in a solution of

sodium hydroxide for at least two hours. From the traces of the

ions, we calculated their energy and its time dependence after

taking the time of flight into account.

The scatterer is made of gold of 0.22 [im in thickness coated

on a 2-p.m mylar film. Targets include Al (3 |im, 7 nm, 10 nm), Cu

(3 (i.m, 5 nm) and Au (1 \im) .

§3. Experimental results and discussions

Figure 4 shows the experimental result of energy spectrum of

the protons in the absence of target, where the energy loss in the

scatterer has been considered. The proton energy spectrum is

found to be in good agreement with the waveform of Vd*.

The similar measurement has been carried out for different

targets, the data of which is presented in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5,

for comparison, we also plotted the proton energy calculated from

the waveform of Vd * subtracting the cold-target energy loss.

Here, we have used the data given by Andersen et al. M ) The

energy loss due to elastic scattering of protons has been consi-

dered in Fig. 5 (b~f).

Figure 5 (a~-d) shows the energy spectrums of protons after

passing through 1 -nm gold, 5-|«n Cu, 3-nm Cu and 10-|im Al target

respectively, where the energy loss of protons is found in good

agreement with that calculated for the cold target.

Figure 5 (e) and 5 (f) illustrates the similar data for 7-

and 3-p.m aluminum, respectively. For these cases, on the other

hand, we clearly see the enhanced energy loss which is indicated

by the difference between Eexp and Ecaic. From Fig. 5 (e) and

5 (f), the enhancement ratio Re, which is defined as the ratio of

the experimental energy loss to the calculated cold-target energy
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loss, is given by

R, = (1.05 ~ 1.56) for 7-nm aluminium,

Re = (1.12 - 2.45) for 3-nm aluminium.

Furthermore, it is noted that the ratio R. increases with time.

Even considering the uncertainty of the experimental data, we are

confident that the maximum enhancement ratio is found to be larger

than 2 for 3-|xm aluminium target.

§4. Concluding remarks

From our experimental results described above, it is con-

cluded as follows. With the beam power density of 0.0B TW/cm! ,

no enhanced deposition was found with gold and copper targets.

This can be understood because the beam power density is not big

enough to cause such an effect. The aluminum target, on the

other hand, behaves quite different from other kinds of target.

Namely, with the same beam power density, a large enhancement of

energy deposition was observed in 3-nm aluminium, where the maxi-

mum value of R. > 2. Such the reason cannot be understood at the

present stage of the investigations.
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Figure Captions

Schematic of the PFD.

Waveforms of a) Vo* and b) J, , where Ji was measured at

r = 11 iron and 2 = 5 nun with BIC.

Schematic of the TPS.

Experimental result of energy spectrum of protons in the

absence of target.

Fig. 5 Results of experimental and calculated (cold-target)

proton energy spectrum together with the waveform

of V / . (a) 1 -pun Au, (b) S-JJLIB CU, (C) 3-nm CU, (d) 10-

M.m Al, (e) 7-nm Al, (f) 3-nm Al.
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Abstract

Experimental studies have been carried out to evaluate high-

frequency response of various amorphous cores based upon iron or

cobalt for the application to pulse power technology. In-

creasing the test frequency up to - 20 MHz and comparing these

properties obtained at dc operation, we have found experi-

mentally that saturated magnetic flux density (B.) does not

change largely with the frequency, and that coercive force (Hc)

increases with the frequency. Experimentally, we have found

the relation, Hc oc f°•<.

§1. Introduction

As a new ferromagnetic material, much attention has been

recently paid for amorphous metals. These materials have

relatively high saturable magnetic flux density (B,) on the same

level as conventional metallic ferromagnetic materials such as

silicon steel. Furthermore, they have smaller coercive force

(Hc), and the specific resistivity (p ) is higher than the

conventional materials. From these reasons, they can be used

as the cores with high efficiency and good response to high fre-

quency signal. Actually, they have been successfully utilized
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in magnetic recording devices, and will be widely used in the

electric power technology.

In the study of pulse power technology1 ' , on the other

hand, ferromagnetic cores have been utilized in induction

linacs,2' voltage adder system,3' or pulse transformers by using

magnetic induction, and in high voltage switches4 ~" by using

saturable characteristics of the ferromagnetism. Since high

frequency response is required above several tens of MHz in the

above applications, ferrites have been normally used21 *' since

eddy current loss is small. The ferrites, however, have small

value of B, compared to amorphous materials. To improve and/

or compact pulse power machines, we need the materials having

high value of B. and good characterisitcs in the high frequency

region. These requirements seem to be fulfilled by amorphous

cores.5•*'

In this paper, we would like to present the experimental

data on high frequency response of several amorphous cores in

order to apply for the pulse power technology.

§2. Experimental arrangement

Figure 1 illustrates the outline of the experimental setup.

Basically, it consists of two region; pulse generator and its

measurement. In the pulse generator, we charge three coaxial

cables. The length of the cables is 10 m, which principally

determines the pulse width produced as well known, and the

impedance is 50 Q/each, hence giving the total impedance of 17

Q. In this device, the pulse power can be fed to the matched

load (17 Q) with the pulse width of *- 100 ns. The output

voltage is reduced to the half of the charging voltage. The

diagnostic region consists of the primary one-turn loop that is

wound about the core, and the secondary pick-up one-turn loop.

In the primary loop, there is located the current monitor of
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current transformer, while the voltage divider (CuSO*) is set-

tled in the secondary loop. Waveforms are observed on the

oscilloscope, the data of which are dealt with personal

computers.

Table I presents the dimensions of the cores used. The

dimensions of the amorphous cores are as follows; outer diameter

= 60 mm, innder diameter = 40 mm, and length = 25.4 mm, hence

giving tiie cross section of the cores to be 254 mm*. We have

used 20-nm-thick amorphous tape, which is wound with 6-|un-thick

PET film. The volume factor of the amorphous core (fv) is fv -

60 %.

Table II presents the materials of the cores, the condi-

tion annealed, and the magnetic properties at dc. We have

used two kinds of cores based on iron and cobalt. The magne-

tic properties at dc represents those of the whole cores. The

saturable flux density of the tape (B, (tape)) can be estimated

by the flux density averaged in the cross section (B. in Table

II) and fv. For Fe-1, for example, we see B, (tape) •>- 1.7 T if

we consider fv -- 0.6. If the materials of the cores are the

same (e.g., Fe-1 and Fe-2), we see that Hc is low if annealed in

magnetic field, and that B, is approximated to be the same.

§3. Experimental results and discussions

Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) shows the typical waveforms of the

voltage (V) and current (I) for Fe-1, respectively. With the

pulse width of ~ 56 ns, we have obtained the peak voltage tc be

V *- 10 kV. After the peak voltage, the voltage tends to

decrease rapidly with saturation of the cores. The current,

on the other hand, abruptly increases after saturation of the

core, and has the maximum of I««x ~ 1.3 kft. Using such the

waveforms of V and I, we have deduce the magnetic properties (B-

H curve), which is presented in Fig. 2 (c). Here, we have
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evaluated B and H as follows;

B(t) = ( * V(r)/S dr,

H(t) =

where r denotes the averaged radius of the core (= 25 nan). From

Fig. 1 (c), we estimate

B, - 1.08 T,

Hc - 1750 A/m.

Comparing those obtained at dc presented in Table II,

B, - 1.04 T,

Hc •- 2.0 A/m,

we see that B. is almost the same at dc, but that Hc increases

by the order of three in the high frequency region.

Figure 3 (a), (b) and (c) show waveforms of V and I and B-H

curve for the pulse width of ^ 30 ns for Co-1. He see

B, - 0.69 T,

He - 1800 A/m.

Comparing those at dc (see Table II),

B. - 0.66 T,

He -1.2 A/m,

we again find that, as is similar to those of irons, B. does not

change so much, but that Hc increases rignificantly (by the

order of three) with increasing frequency.
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Table III summarizes these measurements for these various

samples, where tr denotes the half width of the voltage pulse.

It is again clear that Hc increases by the order of three con-

pared to that at dc. Furthermore, Hc of the same materials

does not depend on the condition of the anneal. The value of

B, at high frequency, on the other hand, doens not change

largely from that at dc (see Table II).

Similar measurements have been carried out for these

samples by changing the frequency (f) of the pulse applied.

Figure 4 presents the relation between Hc and f for Fe-1 and Fe-

2, where f is defined as

f = (1/2)tr"' .

From Fig. 4, we see He approximately increases with the slope of

0.4 both for Fe-1 and Fe-2.

Furthermore, we find

He (Fe-1) - 1750 A/m at f - 8.4 MHz.

He (Fe-2) - 1500 A/m at f - 8.5 MHz.

At this frequency range, there is no big difference in Hc

between Fe-1 and Fe-2. In other words, magnetic properties at

such a high frequency does not depend on the conditions of

annealing. It is noticed here that, at dc, Hc of the sample

of (Fe-1) annealed in the presence of magnetic field is much

better than that of (Fe-2) done in the absence of magnetic

field.

Figure 5 shows the relation between Hc and f for Co-1 and

Co-2. Similarly to that of irons shown in Fig. 4, we see Hc

is again approximately scaled with f as
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Hc oc f ° •" .

Furthermore, there is no big difference in Hc between Co-1 and

Co-2. The value of Hc of cobalt is seen to be on the sane

order as that of irons. Hence, it is understood that the

enhancement of Hc at a high frequency region is not dependent on

the magnetic properties of the materials or the condition of the

annealing, but that principally determined by an eddy current.

§4. Conclusions

From the experimental evaluation of amorphous metallic

cores against high frequency pulse response, we have obtained

the following conclusions.

(1) The value of B. in high frequency region agrees well with

that obtained at dc.

(2) The value of Hc does not depend on the condition of anneal-

ing.

(3) The value of Hc increases with increasing frequency. Em-

pirically, we find the relation, Hc « f° • 4 .

(4) There is no big difference in Hc between irons and cobalt.

From the above experimental studies, we consider metallic

cores made of irons seems to be much better for the applications

in pulse power technology than those of cobalt since the former

has larger value of B. than the latter. With the basis of the

studies above, we are now constructing a new pulse power ma-

chine, "ETIGO-III" (4 MV, 50 G, 65 ns), an inductive voltage

adder system that is revised from the previous pulse power

generator, "ETIGO-I" (1.2 MV, 5 Q, 50 ns).
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Experimental setup.

Fig. 2 Typical waveforms of a) voltage, b) current, and c) B-H

curve for Fe-1 against ̂  56 ns of pulse width.

Fig. 3 Typical waveforms of a) voltage, b) current, and c) B-H

curve for Co-1 against - 30 ns of pulse width.

Fig. 4 Coercive froce (H«) as a function frequency (f) for

Fe-1 and Fe-2.

Fig. 5 Coercive froce (Hc) as a function frequency (f) for

Co-1 and Co-2.
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Table I Dimensions of amorphous cores used here.
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Table II Details of amorphous cores and their magnetic properties at dc, where

w/ and w/o denotes the condition of annealing in the presence and ab-

sence of magnetic field, respectively.

No.

Fe-1

Fe-2

Co-1

Co-2

Main
Material

Fe

Co

Resistivity
(pQ-cm)

130

Anneal

Condition

W / B

W / O B

w / B

w / B

Hc(A/m)

2. 0

8 . 0

1 . 2

1 . 6

B S ( T )

1 .04

0.93

0.66

0. 74



Table III Magnetic properties against fast pulses.

No.

Fe-1

Fe-2

Co-1

Co-2

Tr(ns)

56

54

30

50

Hc (A/m)

1750

1500

1800

1800

BS(T)

1.08

1. 01

0.69

0.7 9
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Pinch Effect of the Ion Beam Pulse

Propagating in a Plasma Channel

Tomokazu Kato

Department of Applied Physics,School of Science and Engineering

Waseda University,3-Chome Ohkubo,Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo 160

§1.Introduction

The propagation problem of the intense light ion beam through a

charge neutralized plasma channel is investigated. The behavior

of electrons in the plasma channel had already analyzed under the

influence of a running beam pulse with a fixed wave form. ' The

determination of the ion bean pulse in the plasma channel is one of

the most important and unsolved problems for us. In this report,

the shape determination of the ion beam pulse is considered by taking

account of the pinch effect of the beam ions through the nonlinear

terms of the current equation.

The current equations for any species composing the plasma channel

had been derived as the first order velocity moment equation of the

kinetic equation with the Fokker-Planck collision terms. The behavior

of electrons in plasma channel had investigated as a response to the

electromagnetic changes induced by the ion beam pulse. The motion of

electrons always seems to cancel the electrmagnetic field due to the

ion beam pulse.

On the determination of the ion beam pulse shape, the effects of

channel ions and electrons are neglected. The true current observed

in the plasma channel should be given by a sum of the ion beam current

and induced plasma electron current. The plasma channel and ion beam

pulse are to be axis symmetric around the z axis which is chosen to

coincide with the direction of the beam injection. The number density of

plasma ions and electrons are assumed to be equal each other and larger

than the number density of ions in the beam pulse. Therefore the charge

neutrality of plasma channel is always assumed to be valid. The current

density of the channel current is uniform and constant and provides an

azimuthal magnetic field Be •

In section 2, a plausible function form of the ion beam pulse is

derived with the aid of the equation of continuity. In S3.solutions of

the current equation in linear approximation are examined. Discussion
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of the nonlinear solution of the current equation is given in §4-« In

final section t.he conclusion is mentioned.

§2. Ion 3eam Pulse

The analytically tractable function forms of the ion beam current

are obtained in cylindrical coordinates Bystem using the equation of

continuity for the number density of the ion beam pulse.

(2.1)

where P denotes the number density, Irand I z denote the radial and

axial component of the number flux vector JT of the ion beam pulse.

The differentiation with respect to r in the right hand side of eq.

(2.1) gives rise to complexity in the function form of Ir and Iz. To

get rid of the complexity, we assume the r dependence of Ir is pro-

portional to the Bessel function of the first order J ^ ^ r ) and

that of I z and f are proportional to the Bessel function of the

zeroth order JQ(k2r). Therefore eq.(2.1) can be reduced to,

2g. -4- K,wn,+ \;r 2* = 0 t (2.2)

where n is a function of t and z only, and defined by,

Although such & dogmatical definition can not be valid for an arbi-

trary beam pulse shape, it may be considered as a single term of the

Fourier-Bessel expansion of the ion beam pulse function. Acceptance

of the above function form makes easier the treatment of the Lorentz

term caused by the azimuthal magnetic field Be due to the uniform

plasma channel current as can be seen in the following section.

The radial velocity vr of the ion beam pulse should be calcu-

lated by the dynamic theory in the presence of the Coulomb repulsion

,magnetic attraction between current elements caused by the motion

of beam particles and Lorentz force by the azimuthal magnetic field.

These three kinds of forces should be balanced one another and the

resultant must be extinguished by the preliminary adjustment of the

magnitude of the channel current. Thus the velocity component vr
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is constant. Since a finite value of vr yields the exponential de-

crease of the number density n as exp(-vrt),we also assume vrt is

negligiblilly small comparing to the axial displacment vzt.

§3. Current Equation

The current equation for any species of of the plasma channel or

for beam pulse ions is written as follows.

where S& denotes the drift velocity of the species oi with respect

to the laboratory coordinates system. The coefficient q«</ m* denotes

the ratio of charge to mass of a particle of ot species and x*

denotes the collision time of the species. Although the pressure

gradient plays an important role in static equilibrium of plasma

channel, we disregard it in the following discussion because the

velocity of the ion beam pulse is far greater than the velooity of

bulk response of the plasma. The oollisional term can be disregarded

since the effects of collision stablize the behavior of the current.

Due to the assumption of axis symmetry, we may consider only I r and

Iz components of eq.(3.1)»

l $ 4 ^ ( ] (3.2a)

where B = (0, B6+ B^.O) and B<j and B^ denote the azimuthal compo-

nent of the magnetic field due to the uniform plasma current and bean

current, respectively. As is well known, the magnitude of Bgis written

as the function of the constant plasma current density Ic,

where W o = (qlc)/(2m). The terms containing B« in the right hand

side of eqs.(3*2) can be rewritten by using the properties of the Bessel

function,

rJ..(kr)=- Jlllhll (3.4a)
1 oik
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rJ0(kr)= -i- J, cuv) + -«**<*» (3.4b)

The eqs.(3.2) lead to ,

• P (3.5a)

where the functions F and G in the right hand aide are given by,

F = (q/m)(f Er - I, B b ) , (3.6a)

G = (q/m)(?Ez + Ip B b ) / (3.6b)

,which denote the nonlinear terms of eqs.(3>2).

The left hand side of eqe.(3.5) contain only linear terms with reapeot

to Ir and Iz. Although the stability of the ion bean pulse may be

determined by the nonlinear terms in F and Q , the first step to these

nonlinear equations might be the linear approximation.

§§3.1• Linear approximations

Consider the linear solutions of eqs.(3.5)|When F=G=0. The solutions

of the linear partial differential equations are easily write down

with the aid of the characteristic equations. One of solutions of eqa.

(3.5) with F=Q=O are given by,

Ir =(vr a / k2)sin-* J^kgr) (3.7a)

I, =(vz a / k2)cos* J0(k2r) (3.7b)

and

•*t = k3(z-vzt) +<O,t - k 2 + oC (3.8)

where z - vEt and <J«t - kg are integration constants derived frou

their characteristic equations. Following Kryloff and Bogoliuboff's

method, we obtain the solution by considering the amplitude a and o(
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as the function of time t in the left hand side linear terms, whereas

they are constant in the right hand side of eqs.(3«5). By the standard

method of the variation of constants a and « , we obtain

a = (Fk2/vr) sin* + (G/vz) cos *, (3.9a)

<* = -(G/avr) sin* + (Fk2/avr) cos »£ _ (3-9b)

§§3.2 Nonlinear Equations

The nonlinear right hand sides of eqs.(3.5) should be expressed by

Ir and Iz. The relation between the beam current and the magnetic

field are given by 1«rxiB»^iDi, thuB,

&,__«. T.42 —-£s\ri.<lr. (3.10)

The vector potential Al of the magnetic field induced by the bean

current I = ( Ir,0,Iz) satisfies the wave equation,

rl D2 l c» »t*

^Jj^AA, L._2l£j (3.11b)

where

By assuming

J =acos ̂  J0(k2r) (3.13)

and eqs.(3.7) and (3.8), we obtain

(3.U)

Ej, = -Ss- E(k, u>) cos^-J^^r) (3.15a)

Ez =
>;^-E(k, u ) sinij'-JQ(k2r) (3.15b)

where
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E (kf i*) = — = ; ; ; (3.16)

From these results we can obtain the explicit forms for F and G,

(3.17a)

G — •%£ Au/̂ -cô  ( H ^ W ) ] ' ( M ^ . ( - ^ ^ ) ' ] / (3.17b)
/J.(K.V)

therefore eq.(3«9) leads

2 w.)S(k,U) (3.18a)

where

(3.19)

In eq. (3.18a) the amplitude a is assumed to be constant in the right

hand side in this approximation. To obtain a rough picture of the non-

linear behavior of the beam pulse, we may regard the equation as a dif-

ferential equation for a. The solution of the differential equation is

easily calculated as

1/a = -(1/3)$(k,«0)eo8^>+ const. (3.20)

Although the above result is mathematically illegal and negative sign

for amplitude reflects the incomplete definition of the phase factor,

it reveals us the possibility of unstable propagation of the ion beam

pulse.

§4. Conclusion

The equation (3.18a) determines the development of the amplitude a
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in linear approximation. Rigorous treatment of the nonlinear terms

in eq.(3«9) shows us that nonlinear factors of the derivative with

respect to ^ determine the behavior of the beam.

The notion of the ion beam pulse in plasma channel should be analyzed

at the presence of the effect of plasma electrons. The instability

of the ion beam should be heavily suppressed by the plasma electrons.

Reference

1/T.kato & H.kawasaki;

Proc.6th Int. Conf. on High-Power Particle Beam 1986,Kobe, p.287
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S t a b i l i t y Analysis of A Light Ion Beam Propagating
Through A Plasma Cfrannel

Tetsuya Ishirnoto and Tomokazu Kato
Depertment of Applied Physics, School of Science and Engineering
Waseda University, Ohkubo 3-Chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 169

§1. Abstract
A light ion beam ( LIB ) is considered as a good driver for inertial
confiraent fusion, and necessary to propagate a few meters from the diode to
a target. Usually we expect the complete charge and current neutralization
by the aid of a plasma channel. Ottinger et alj''^' have analyzed
a stability of a beam-plasma system under the same assumption. However,
in this case, the effect of a finite beam length is ignored. Thus, we must
reconsider the assumtion of the charge and the current neutralization,
particularly, on the head and the tail of the beam. He take a finite beam
length into consideration and propose a new model of a beam- plasma system.
The stability analysis is done by investigating the dispersion relation in
this model. The incompleteness of the current neutralization on the both
ends is important for the growth rate of the instability.

§ 2. Introduction
Assumptions and modeling necessary for our analysis are as follows.
Assumptions
1) The form of the ion beam pulse is cylindrically symmetric around z-axis

and its velocity along z-axis does not change ( = vt ) during the
propagation through a plasma channel. 2) The two dimensional response of
the channel electron current is taken into consideration, while the
background channel ion is at rest. 3) The pressure gradient is ignored in
our time scale. ( i=*B0ns ) 4) The convection term of the electron is
ignored. ( t>.r,t>#,<Vt )

-L-8 -L 0 L L+B Z-VoT

Fig.1 The division of beam-plasma system
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Modeling
We devide the beam-plasma system into five regions. ( Fig.1 ). 1) (a) and
(e) are the regions where the beam ion does not exist and the channel
electron is at rest, so the charge and the current neutralization is
complete. 2) (c)is the region where the beam current ( =71^ ) and the
electron current ( =n.v.x) are equally balanced and constant. Thus, the
charge and the current are neutralized in this region, too. 3) (b) and (d)
are the regions where the charge and the current are not neutralized
because of the collision between the electron and the background ion.
Particularly, the effect of the induced electric field due to the beam
injection is important. Ihe region that the charge is not neutralized is
very small compared with the region that the curreut is not neutralized.
So, we assume the complete charge neutrality in the beam exsisting region
,and considered the static electric field due to the unneutralized charge
as a constant external field. Basic equations and boundary conditions are
applied to these regions in the next section.

§ 3. Procedure for analysis
Basic equations
In the previous section, we mentioned main assumptions and the model of a
beam-plasma system. For the simplicity, we introduce further two
assumptions in the analysis. 1) z-component of the electron velocity is
very large compared with r-component and its distribution is narrow ( that
is " cold " ), while r-component has a broad distribution ( that is " hot "
). "Thus, z-canponent of electron motion is governed by Ohm's law, and r-
ccmponent by Lorentz-force. 2) We treat that z-components of the physical
quantities ( the density is involved ) are independent of "r"» thus, r-
components of these ( the magnetic field is involved ) are proportional to
" r". The higer order terms more than "r«" are negligible. This condition is
reasonable, because we are most interestead in the induced electric field.

From the above considerations, the basic equations to be solved are given
as follows.

Beam: ^ L + V ^ = Q ( 1 )

Vt,=const ( 2 )

Electron: °£.+ din'v"} +Ld[ri£v») =0 ( 3 )
dt dz rr or "

dv.r
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Charge neutrality: dn6_dn. ( 6

( 7

Maxwell's eq.:
°*A 1 3M 4 . ( 8

A' 1 3M._ 4/te
za c* dt* ~ c
d(rAr) dAt

i dA, .

c"sr ( 11 }

( 12 )

where £, in ( 4 ) is the mean static electric field regarded as an external
field and determined by boundary conditions. Now we obtain the stationary
solution by putting »j=z—vht

Boundary conditions
Fran the gauge condition eq.( 10 ), we can rewrite the electronagnetfield
by means of A,

Using these ielations,we rewrite the equations of the electron motion.

where ««,= —
mv.

aXid **?^— « (v»_ e dA, 13M«

This equation can be integrated.

V.r= 2wcv. I 9>7 / vh

where D is an integral constant.
Prom eq.( 9 ),eg.( 17 ), we obtain the equation of the self consistent field.
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x / dAx
+T

Eg. ( 1 8 ) can be integrated.

dAm

where g=—?sr- F is an integral constant.

This equation can be solved annalytically.

( 18 )

19

20

On the head of the beam, the boundary conditions are as follows.

= 0 ( 21 )

at z-v

at z-vkt=
22

The above conditions determine v0 8 8 and Z) F . A similar discussin
is applied to the tail of the beam and we obtain the profile of
as follows.

u«=v.«ocna(-y (z-vJ+L) ,kj {-S-L<z-vU<-D

«..=»„. (-Z.O-v.KZ)

t>«=t>.,<,cn2( -y (z-vtt~L) ,kj (L<z-vtt<L+6)

where ; ; . . ,=- " *-n .

v.r=v.Jl-cn*[~{z-vJ+L) ,k) {-5-L<z-vJ<-L)

u.r=v.r. (l-cn4 (-f

where „ —1
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[-6-L<z-vbt<-L)

(-L<z-vbt.<L)

B.=Bocn (f {z-vJ-D ,k)sn[^- lz-vbt+L) Jt)dn[^- lz-vbt+L) ,k
[L<z-vJ<L+5)

where Ba= j^—g-

sn (-y lz-v>t+L) ,k)dn ^ (z-vbt+L) ,/(
(-B-L<z-vtt<-L)

{-L<z-v*t<U

{L<z-vJ<L+f>-A)

^ [z-vbt-L),k)dn\§-z\z-v>t-L),k

12k*
n.c'

K is the first kind of an ellipitic integral. A is the solution

of the equation as follows.

then

- L - 6 -L 0 L L+6

Fig.2 OSie profile of z-conponent of the electron velocity

Z-\foT
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Fig.3 The profile of r-component of the electron velocity
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Fig.4 The profile of the magnetic field
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Fig.5 The profile of the beam density
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§ 4. Stability analysis
Now we can discuss the stability of the ion beam propagating through a
plasma channel. Approximations used by this analysis are as follows. 1)
Jacobian elliptic functions are approximated by trigoneraetric functions. 2)
r-dependence of the perturbed quantities is as same as that of the
unperturbed quantities.
The equations satisfied by the perturbed quantities are given as follows.

Beam: ^ = 0

> _ ©

( 23 )

( 24 )

( 25 )
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Electron:

d6n.A d(n.5v.z+8n.v.t) . i d(rn.6v.r+6n.v.r)
~W~+ m. + F Br = 0 ( 26

27

Maxwell's eq.:

( 29 )

( 31 )

( 32 )

( 33 )

( 34 )

We use the coordinate system moving with the beam velocity .If we assume
A]>A0 ,where Ao=4- r the nonlinear terns are ignored and we get the
dispersion relation and the growth rate in three cases.

Case 1) />*:>—
c

the dispersion relation:

[u)+kvt

the growth rate: <I»J=—^v.

. efl0
where w . . = _ _ ^ =

This mode is stable.

Case 2) k1^—

the dispersion relation:
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the growth ra te : Wl=Vmr0 V .

Case 3) k2<^

the dispersion relation:

<1> — • \<l> — 1 *—^r —

, Zv.nkVirtM,.*

the growth rate: Wi={vtr<)kv,z

This is the most dangerous node in our analysis.

§5.0ondusion
The stationary solution of the beam propagating through a plaana channel

is obtained, and the stability of this beam-plasma system is analyzed, r-
conponent of the electron velocity , which is the effect of the
incompleteness of current neutralization on the both ends, is related to
the growth rate.
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In this paper an proposal is given for using tritium beam as

the "nergy driver of ICF in order •.o :-ed''C the b-'an :i_r.b'°r d":.̂  i ~y

o':v,:.(i p.-'jf/.-jg.-jti on in eor<pari ison with the proton boa;-.. i'r.'pagutior.

•i! M i " i"!ia:'f,»- ind •:'<rrent-!i'";i;t rn ] i zed b̂ a.'n or f.roj ;i/;ati on of t !:•-

b-'un vi ' !;."...r r-hai p/; :s invest; gui-.i. Tii-- /-rii :";ch;iiy p ' a s M c.'.a.'in̂ l

if- ••:-• ! yr"ci t • n- ;" ;-:'paj',n ti on >f '.lie ri. .1 ;•,:/•- and n;rr''::i-;iculivi;J2"J

:• 1,-.. y.~-)u:;" ;!-.'-' nxt rar t°il i' v. V'-.i" :,.»;; ;: Ifirg" i !i'"iTna 1 v'.-l :c i' y

'•••;; ' .• i.' v •!•.!'• to the i.-.irr," ,'/:oi'" 1 ri''n I <i i v : |V%'.< " a:,.',!••, t)..-

• !-i ' ' . i^:"T:i- ii)rrp in '/:••.• ?-.i: : i:ii;irr,'- plasma .-lianni'i -ai, .-.-•n t '•.:>•

• !:-' Li-:.1:., : i": t.i s':n'. 1 radius. Ey ;:-;::£ ,.n flo.'rtron :<",>a wliich h.ia thf

;; I.-.'.- [M;'a:-»'»r'S with those for ion benn, the way how • li" i h u g - - and

c i-:~:'-':.•.-neutralization is realized is searched h'.T". Pn the other

::.I:K:, : *. is turned out that, the cor.di lions fir i;lasna rn-ir.nel i'3

•-•TV severe to be achieved. In t'!i<; ^.jjo that the plas-.a cr.a:.n>-i i ;•

:". v j.'^j, a propagation method that th" b"am exlr.ac !.•? : ; roir, lh'-

:::•:.'.•• 13 injected into a high density plasma produced by a S-pirjcn

discM-ge. In this case, the charge neutralization will be achieved

alnost completely so that the electrostatic field will be negligi-

blly small. The required plasma conditions for beam-neutralization

will be reached rather easily by the 9-pinch coil discharge in com-

parison with the E-discharge.

§1. Introduction

Electrical technology at the present state can construct the

power suplly system of order of several mega joules for light ion

beam (LIB), which is powerful enough to be used as an energy driver

for inertial confinement fusion (ICF). ' The LIB has many

advantages as an energy driver for ICF with respect to the

interaction with the target plasma. In order to achieve an LIB ICF

power reactor, one of the most crucial problems to be solved is to
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focus the LIB on a deuterium- Tritium (DT) target and propagate the
2 3)

LIB in a reactor chamber. '

In LIB ICF, it is necessary to transport intense ion beams from

diodes to a target with DT fuel. However, the ion beam which is

extracted from a diode and is injected into a gas-filled reactor

chamber has a large radial component of the thermal velocity. Since
22 —3

the beam number density is required to be about 10 m , the beam

extracted from the diode whose anode surface area is several 100cm

must be focused in an area of several mm in the process of

propagation. For the beam propagation in the ractor chamber, beam
4)

rotation has proposed to be employed for stable propagation.

In this focusing stage, ion beam particles have the radial

component of the thermal velocity. At the front edge of the

propagation beam, charged ions are not sufficiently charge-neutra-

lized by the background electrons. This large radial velocity and

the strong electrostatic field cause the ion beam to diverge. The

beam must be confined in the channel or in a small radius by some

other method in order that the beam propagates in a reactor cavity,

§2. Bean Propagation

In this paper, tritium ion beam is proposed to be used for ICF

driver, because the beam current reduces by one-third in comparison

with that of proton beam. Reduction in beam current means the

reduction in beam number density. Generally, it is difficult to

obtain the pure ion beam source. Especially the pure tritium ion

source is difficult to be obtained because of its natural radio-

activity. Moreover, the optimum diode voltage for the tritium beam

is three times the voltage for the proton. A chemical compound

including carbon (for example CT polymer) for the tritium ion

source on the anode surface will contaminate the diode, beam line

and reactor chamber.

Since the tritium beam of 12MJ is required to be extracted from

the diodes, the cryogenic anode surfaces are assumed to be covered

with the frozen tritium. The beam parameters are as follows; the

beam particle energy e. is 14,2MeV, the pulse width t is 30ns, the

number of driver modules is 8 beams, the total beam current I, . , ,
•total

is 28MA. For one driver module, the beam current I. is 3.6NA and
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21 —3
the beam number density n on the average is 9.2x10 m . The angle

between the neighbouring beams is 70.6°. This angle will be

allowable from the point of view of the beam overlapping, if a large

size target such as the diameter of lcm is used. The beam

propagation velocity v, is 3.0x10 m/s, which is very high in

comparison with the thermal velocity of the background electrons.

Therefore the leading edge of the propagating beam cannot be

charge-neutralized by the background electron with not a high

density and temperature. If the leading edge of the beam does not

charge-neutralized well, the beam diverges by its own electrostatic

field. The methods for charge neutralization proposed here are as

follows: 1) Electron beams with the same velocity and number density

with those of ion beam are launched at the same time with the ion

beam. 2) The beam is injected into a background plasma with an

extremely high density (in the range of 10 m~ ).

So far the plasma channel is used to propagate the beam on the

condition of beam charge and beam current neutralization. In the

plasma channel produced by the z-diBcharge, the electric current

flows to induce an azimuthal magnetic field. If the beam pressure

gradient balances with the Lorentz force due to this magnetic field,

we have

where the beam pressure p is given by

pb = n ^ , (2)

kT./2 = m. v 2 / 2 . (3'r

b o r

In the above equations, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the beam

temperature, IIL is the beam ion mass (in this case, m. is the

tritium ion mass), v is the beam radial component of the thermal

velocity. The relation between the axial discharge current and the

induced azirauthal magnetic field is given by

where I is the z—discharge current,

Ic = ,rb
2J2, (5)

J is the z-discharge current density, r is the beam propagation
z o
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radius, u is the vacuum magnetic permeability, and B. is the
o

azimuthal magnetic field induced by the z-discharge current.

Equations (l)-(5) lead to
lc = ( 2 V V ) 1 / 2 ' V r = 2.81xl0- 1 0

V rn b
1 / 2. (6)

If the maximum angle of the beam extraction in the diode is denoted

by (j), then v is expressed as

Vr = V '
where v is the beam propagation velocity. The parameters chosen

'1-3 7
here are as follows: n =9.23x10" m , v =3.0x10 m/s, $=0.26rad., r

=5.0xl0~3m and P=4 7ixl0~7F/m. Then we have I =1.05xl06A. The

electric resistivity n of th» plasma channel is expressed by

n = 5.2x10 ^Z lnA/T^'^n.cm),

where Z is the atomic number of the channel plasma, T is the

electron temperature and In A is the Coulomb logarithm. With Z=l,
—3

T =50eV, the channel radius r =5x10 m and the channel length L«=5m,
e 2

we have the electric resistance of plasma channel R EnL/nr =0.190.

The z-discharge circuit is assumed to be serial resonance one, then

we have
Ld2I/dt2+RdI/dt+I/C = 0, (7)

where L is the whole circuit inductance, R is the plasma resistance,

C is the capacitance of the discharge capacitor bank and I is the

discharge current. The solution of eq.(7) is given by

1 = 1 exp (-R/2L)t sin ut, (8)

where

u = {(RC2-4L)/4L2C>1/2.

If we choose the following values; the current rising time t=l)is,
—B

the circuit inductance L=1CMH, the capacitance C=3.9xlO~ F, we have

I =1.06xl06A and I =l,05xl06A. The charging voltage V of the

capacity bank is given by

V = Ldl/dtl. n = « H = 1.7xlO7 (V).
c t=0 o

These values are very difficult to be realized at the present stage

of technology.

Thus we move to the second method. The 6-pich discharge can be
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used in order to obtain a high density plasma. The extracted ion

beam from the diode is injected into the plasma produced by the

8-pinch discharge coil (Fig.l). In the case that the plasma density

is sufficiently high, the charge of the ion beam is neutralized

enough to delete the electrostatic field. In the coil current I ..

is IMA and the coil length !• is 0.1m, the surface current density J
s

of the 6-pinch coil is derived as

J = dl/de,s

At the center of the coil, the magnetic field B .. in the axial

direction is given by

Bccil = " V

Thus we obtain B .,=12.6T. The mean Larmore radius r, of the beam
coil . L

ions becomes 1.9xlO~ m for B oil=12.6T provided that the beam

velocity is v=v =v.$ , where ,j>=0,26rad. We can expect that the

compression ratio of the pinch plasma exceeds 100 for the e-pinch
24 -3

discharge. Hence the plasma density will reach n -10 m . On

account of the large v , however, the mean Larmor radius of the beam

becomes comparable to the coil radius even under the strong magnetic

field inside the 8-pinch coil.

§3. Discussion

The particle energy 15MeV of the tritium beam as an energy

driver for ICF is slightly too high to the power supply system

including the Marx generator. About this point, deuterium beam is

easier to extract with the optimum particle energy of lOMeV in

comparison with tritium. On the other hand, in the plasma channel,

the number density of deuterium beam is 1.5 times higher that of

tritium beam. The electrostatic field will be stronger 1.5 times in

the case of deuterium beam than that in the case of tritium beam.

Regarding the plasma channel, the optimum values for L, R and t

have been chosen in §2. As a result of the required large channel

current I , the charging voltage of the capacitor bank C should be

high. In order to reduce this charging voltage, we must reduce the

circuit inductance L. But the inductance L depends on the

geometrical arrangement of the channel circuit. Therefore it is

really difficult to reduce L. In order to shorten the current
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return pass (in the other words, to reduce the circuit spacial

area), a conductor tube is set surrounding the channel. This means

that the conductor must be set in the reactor cavity.

To reduce the beam pressure gradientvPi leads us to reduce v .

As the leading edge of the beam approaches the geometrical focal

point, the repulsive force by the own charge becomes strong and at

last stops before the focul point, when the self-induced electro-

static field is strong. If we can reduce 4> geometrically, such kind

of trables will disappear and we can reduce I . In the plasma

channel produced by the z-discharge, if the Joule heating increases

the electron temperature enough, the resistance R of the channel

becomes small. Figure 2 shows the resistances in the three sections

of the channel. The potential drops occur mainly near the cathode

and anode. As the electron temperature becomes high, the potential

profile in the plasma column approaches the straight line. To

estimate the potential drops near the cathode and anode is rather

difficult. There are many theories about the mechanisms of the

electron emission from the cathode in the arc and glow dis
fi ft 1

charges. ~ Here the cathode discharge is considered to be

realized in the neighbourhood of the cathode along the distance of

ten times the Debye length. With T =50eV and n =10 m~ , we have

*D = 7.43xlO
3(Te/ne)

l/2 = 5.3xl0"?m.

—6

That is, the distance in which the cathode drop occurs is 5.3xlO~

m. We apply this value for the Child Langmuir law. Even if the

length of the cathode-drop-section is so short of order of m in the

steady state, it is difficult to obtain the electron current density
2

of order of MA/cm in the plasma.

Regarding the macrostability of the channel, the plasma channel

filled with the heavier ions is more stable.

Finally let us investigate the 6-pinch discharge for the plasma

channel. When the pinch coil is located near the diode, the

magnetic fields induced by the 8-pinch coil penetrate the diode. In

order that the beam ions from the anode surface converge at the

focal point, the shape of anode surface must be determined by taking

the magnetic field induced by the pinch coil into consideration.

When the pinch coils are located outside the reactor cavity,
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lines of magnetic force expand in the reactor. In the case of many

modules of beams, however, we can expect that the lines of magnetic

force reconnect with each other in a preferable form to enclosed the

target. If the diameter of the reactor cavity is so small as 2 or 3

meters, the expansion of the magnetic field lines in the reactor

cavity will be limmitted. In the case that the pinch coils are set

in the reactor cavity, of course the condition improves much and the

beams are expected to propagate along the lines of magnetic force to

the target.

§4. Conclusion

from the view point of channel current and channel formation,

it is rather difficult to propagate the LIB in the plasma channel

produced by the z-discharge. Thus we propose here to use a plasma

channel with a high density which is produced by the e-pinch

discharge. As the beam is injected into a high density plasma by

the 8-pinch coil, the electrostatic field in the beam leading edge

is expected to be reduced. About the axial magnetic field induced

by the e-pinch coil, detailed investigations will be required in the

future.
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Abstract

In the focus of a rotating and propagating light ion beam, background
electrons play an essential role for generation of the self-magnetic field due
to the beam current. Flows of electrons and electro-magnetic fields are
solved by using a direct implicit scheme in the improved hybrid particle
code. When the beam is focused to high density, electron currents flow the
outer side of the beam current and the energy of the strong self-magnetic
field is stored in the space between the electron and the beam current. In
order to achieve stablely such a configuration of the current-flow pattern,
the azimuthal magnetic field of several Tesla is applied externally around
the focal spot. The beam focusibility is checked by this code, and the
relation of the background-plasma density to the charge and current
neutralization fractions are obtained.

§ 1 Introduction

Tight focus of high-power light ion beam (LIB) is a critical issue in beam
application to inertial confinement fusion (ICF). At present, there seems to
be two ways to improve the beam focusibility. One is to increase the
acceleration voltage, and to use heavier ion species than proton.1) In the
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focusing phase, the beam has less effect of electro-magnetic fields owing to
the less current density and the heavy inertia. The beam charge and the
current is neutralized sufficiently, and the particle trajectories in the drift
region are almost ballistic. The focusibility depends on the diode geometry
and the local divergence angles of the beam particles. Another way is to
make use of the pinch effect of the self-magnetic field which is induced by
the beam current around the focal spot. In addition to this effect, we have
proposed to rotate the beam in the azimuthal direction. This rotating and
propagating beam (RPB) is stabilized by the induced axial magnetic field
and the large angular momentum.2' It is suitable for proton to make a
configuration of RPB. Contrary to the first way, RPB requires more than
the beam current of 2 MA and the current density of 8 kA/cm2, in order to
generate the strong self-magnetic field of order of 50 Tesla.

In the previous paper3', numerical simulations using quasi-neutral
approximation were carried out, and the focusing and formation processes
of RPB were investigated. The current neutralization fraction /m, that is,
the strength of the self-magnetic field which appears in the vicinity of the
focal spot, was able to be controlled by the density of the background
plasma. It was found that the optimum plasma pressure was 3 Torr, and
0.2-Tesla radial magnetic field for the beam rotation should be applied over
the distance of 2.0 cm in the neighborhood of the entrance. The maximum
power density was 108 TW/cm2, and the half width at the half maximum
(HWHM) of the beam radial profile reached 3.5 mm after focusing.

In RPB configuration, the beam charge is required to be almost
neutralized, and the beam current is inadequately neutralized. Under a
strong magnetic field whose cyclotron frequency is higher than collision
frequency, it is not so easy for electrons to move in the direction of the
electric field. The relaxation processes such as charge and current
neutralizations become anomalous. The charge neutralization fraction ft

also decreases, and it is not clear that quasi-neutral approximation holds
good. Low frequency phenomena due to an electron inertia is not negligible.
The time scale of the charge neutralization process couples with the beam
motion, so that the static electric field affects the beam focusing processes.
In this paper, electron motions are investigated in detail, and the
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influences to the focusing processes are understood by the simulation.

§ 2 Simulation Method

In order to study beam focusing and formation of RPB, a two-
dimensional hybrid particle code PHYICQ was developed.3' The beam
motion were solved by using a particle-in-cell model, because of the long
mean free path of the particle. The background plasma was governed by
two-fluids model. Quasi-neutral approximation was assumed, and the
electron-inertia term was neglected in the momentum equation. The
electric and magnetic fields were determined by unsteady Maxwell's
equations, however, the static electric field was derived from the electron
momentum equation.

In the case that strong magnetic fields exist and static electric fields due
to the charge separation have much effect on the electron inertia term,
quasi-neutral condition, ie., ne=ZjTi j+n b, cannot be assumed, where n is
the number density and Z is the charge state. The subscripts e, i and b
denote the electron, the ion and the beam, respectively. In order to
evaluate the static electric field and the electron behavior more exactly, the
improved version PHYICQ-CE has been developed. We use the continuity
equation and the momentum equation with the inertia term,

(neue)=0 , (1)

ue = -en e(E+u exB) (2)

where u indicates the velocity and other symbols obey the standard
notation. Electro-magnetic fields are described by the full set of Maxwell's
equations as follows,

V - E =±-{pb+Pi-p<) , (3)
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V • B =0 , (4)

VxE - - • § - , (5)

VxB = ^ ( J b + J i _ J e ) + M o £ < ) - ^ . , (6)

where p and J mean the charge density and current density, respectively.
Describing eq. (3) ~ (6) by the scalar and vector potentials, we use the
following equations in our code,

(pb+flA>e) , (7)

(8)

The static fields E>utlc are obtained from the scalar potential ( E iU t i c«-V^ ),
Other parts of the basic equations are almost same as the previous code.
The series of eq.(l), (2), (7) and (8) contain high frequency phenomena,
whose time scale is the inverse of the electron plasma frequency w and the
cyclotron frequency u>a. We are interested in the time scale of the proton
beam, and the phenomena including low frequency effect of the electron
inertia. Therefore, a direct implicit method is adopted in the numerical
scheme which integrates these equations with respect to the time step At
under the condition w At » I.4'5' This scheme plays a role of cutting off
the high frequency modes, in comparison with the time step, however, is
only applicable to the relaxation phenomena such as diffusion, neutralization
and so on. The time step of this simulation is set for the time scale of the
beam motion.

§ 3 Charge Neutralization Process

Proton beam impinges into the drift region in association with positive
charges. All the metal boundaries surrounding this region are assumed to
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be perfect conductive surfaces whose work functions for electron emission
are approximately zero. The boundary surfaces supply electrons obeying
the Child-Langmuir limit, and a part of them are trapped by the beam
positive charge and move together with the beam. The redistribution of the
background plasma electron is induced by the beam charge which keeps
unneutralized, and the charge neutralization makes better in propagating
through the plasma. The response for the charge neutralization is delayed
owing to the electron inertia for the time of the inverse of plasma frequency.
In the case that the beam density is more than or comparable with the
plasma density, however, non-neutrality of the space charge remains for
the long period. A large static electric field is induced and diverges the
beam in the radial direction.

When the beam current is not neutralized sufficiently by the electron
current, the self-magnetic field is induced and prevents the electrons from
moving toward the direction of the static electric field. It takes much
longer time than plasma period to redistribute the plasma electron. In
Fig. 1, the charge neutralization time with magnetic field is shown versus
the plasma density. In the focal spot of RPB, the magnetic field Be is
enough strong that the drift motion of the electrons are dominant. The
static field Et is equivalent to vxB0 ~ 107 V/m, and affects the focal spot
size of RPB, because the inductive electric field accelerates the electron
velocity vz up to the velocity comparable to the beam. The collision
between the electron and background ion decreases the effect of the
magnetic field on the mobility of the electron. When the plasma density is
more than ten times the beam density, the static electric field is not severe
for the beam focus even near the focal spot.

§ 4 Flows of Electron Current

The temporal variation of the self-magnetic field due to the beam
propagation generates the inductive electric field in the direction inverse to
the beam current. This fields acts on the background electron in the way
that the electron current cancels out the beam current. When the magnetic
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field becomes such strong that the product wceTei is less than unity, the
effective electrical conductivity decreases drastically, where T\ is the mean
collision time between the electron and ion.

The simulation results shows that there are two patterns in the paths of
the electron current flow, and the focusibilities of RPB depend on them.
One is almost same as the path of the beam current, and the net current
Jnel=Jb+Je+Jj is quit small. Large magnetic field does not appear and the
electrical conductivity keeps high, however, the pinch effect of this field
does not work well. The electron current tends to flow in the plasma region,
even if the boundary is perfect conductive surface, because the inductive
electric field is more intense in the region near the beam current. In the
ballistic beam focus due to the diode structure or the transport through z-
discharge plasma channel, the electron current forms the above pattern.

Another pattern appears when the self-magnetic field exists around the
focal spot. This field has a pinch effect on the beam as the Lorentz force
\zBe, however, this force act on the electron in the direction inverse to the
beam case owing to its negative charge. The electron flow the outer side of
the beam region and the current neutralization fraction is not so high. The
Lorentz force is attributed to the charge separation between the electron
charge and ion one, and the static electric field appears as mentioned in
section 3. This situation is suitable for the focus of RPB.

§ 5 Inductive Energy

When the beam is injected into the drift region fvjm the diode, the
beam current is of order of several kA/cm2 and the large magnetic field does
not exist in the neighborhood of entrance. The energy of the electro-
magnetic field (mainly magnetic field) is negligible in comparison with the
kinetic energy of the beam. Around the focal spot, the beam current
increases and the large magnetic field and the inductive electric fields
appear, if the current neutralization is inadequate. In this case, the
energy of the magnetic field, ie., the inductive energy reaches a mount of
ten percents of the kinetic energy of the beam. This energy is stored in the
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space between the beam current and the electron current pathes. The
process of the energy transfer from the kinetic energy to the inductive
energy is essential for the RPB focus. From eq.(5) and (6), the Poynting
theorem can be derived as follows,

The subscript j means the beam, electron and ion (j=b, e, i). In order to
delete the term of the right-hand side in eq.(9), the macroscopic equations
of motion for the beam and background ion and eq.(2) are used, and the
following equation are obtained,

. (10)

This equation is the conservation law for the total energy density of
electro-magnetic field and kinetic energy. It is clear that the energy density
of the field changes through the term JLE. In the focusing of RPB, the
beam current density increases coming to the focal spot, owing to the
injection angle determined by the diode geometry. When the current
neutralization is inadequate and the strong self-magnetic field appears,
the inductive electric field becomes intense at the same time. The Because
the beam velocity is decelerated and the term J b E becomes large, the
energy density J b E per unit time is transferred from the kinetic energy
density l/2nbmbu{^ to the field energy density. In the simulation, this
process is included self-consistently in the formulation. The beam kinetic
energy after focusing is critical for ICF application. The partition between
the kinetic energy and the field energy depends on the process of the
focusing. If the path of the electron current is almost coincident with that
of the beam, a small amount of the kinetic energy is transferred to the field
energy. With a proper density of the background plasma, a large magnetic
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field is induced near the focal spot and the inductive energy density
increases up to 11.5 % ~ 36.4 % of the kinetic one.

§ 6 Beam Focusibility

By using the improved simulation code PHYICQ-CE, the focusibilities
of RPB are investigated for the similar situation with the previous
simulation.3^ The parameters of the incident beam are chosen as follows;
The particle energy is 5.6 MeV, the local divergence angle is 3.0 mrad, the
total current is 2.4 MA, the current density is 8 kA/cm2, and the rising
time is 10.0 nsec. The focal spot is located at the distance of 28.0 cm from
the entrance. The radial magnetic field for the beam rotation is applied as
BtAz «= 0.004 Tesla-m in the neighborhood of the entrance. The drift region
is filled with Argon plasma.

Simulation results show that the beam focusibility is sensitive to the
charge neutralization fraction, as well as the current neutralization fraction.
In the simulation result for the 0.5-Torr background plasma, it is found
that the beam is diverged by the static electric field due to the lack of space
charge neutrality, when the current density increases up to the maximum
value because of the rising pulse. At the time of 30.0 nsec, the map of the
beam particles in the drift region is shown in Fig. 2. In the case that the
background plasma density is less than the beam, the low frequency effect
of electron inertia arises in the charge neutralization process. The
filamentation like instability seems to appear with less dumping effect of the
collision. The lower limit on the plasma density is provided by the charge
neutrality, as well as the inductive electric field becomes too strong.3'

In the focusing process of RPB, the flows of the electron are able to
investigated more exactly than the previous simulations. It is found that
the beam current is almost perfectly neutralized with the plasma density of
more than 2.0 Torr, and the upper limit of the plasma density is slightly
corrected. The focus of RPB requires the condition that the charge is
almost neutralized and the current is inadequately neutralized; ft -= 1, fm<
1. In Fig. 3, we can show the relation of the plasma density and the beam
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total current to the charge and the current neutralization. It is clear that
there is the narrow window to satisfy these conditions at the 2.4-MA total
current. It seems that there are a lot of experimental difficulties to increase
the total current of the beam.

It is proposed that the azimuthal magnetic field Bg exi of about several
Tesla is applied externally around the focal spot. This field plays a role to
reduce a small amount of the electron return current on the path of the
beam current. This field moves the flow of the electron outside by the
radial Lorentz force. The z-discharge current is able to generate such an
azimuthal magnetic field. The parameter wttTd for Bg cxt is much smaller
than unity, however, this field becomes a trigger to grow the self-magnetic
field of the beam and requires at least 3 Tesla. Once the strong self-
magnetic field is generated, the equilibrium configuration of RPB is formed
by itself. The radial magnetic field is not available for generation of the
self-magnetic field, because it changes the angular momentum and the
beam focal size is enlarged. In the case of BB ext • 3 Tesla and 2.0-Torr
plasma density, the map of the beam particles is shown in Fig. 4. It is
found that the beam is well focused, and the radial half width at half
maximum (HWHM) is 5.5 mm and the maximum magnetic field of 40 Tesla
is induced. Figure 5 shows the similar relation with Fig. 3 under the
condition of Be ^ = 3 Tesla, and the window for RPB focus is enlarged at
the 2.4-MA beam total current.

§ 7 Conclusion

The hybrid particle code was improved so that the electron fluids and
electro-magnetic fields are solved by the direct implicit scheme. The the
electron inertia effect whose time scale is comparable with the beam
behavior could be investigated. In the case that the density of the
background plasma is equal or less than that of the the beam, the static
electric field due to the lack of the charge neutrality diverged the beam in
the radial direction. The lower limit for the plasma density is provided for
this reason. It was found that there were two patterns for the flow of the
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electron current, the beam was focused to the high density on the condition
that the electron current flew outside the beam current region. In the space
between the beam and the electron current, the energy of the self-magnetic
field was stored and reached 11.5 ~ 36.4 % of the beam kinetic energy. The
window of the plasma density for ft = 1 and /m < 1 is narrow, and it was
proposed that the azimuthal magnetic field was applied externally around
the focal spot. This field was about 3 Tesla and became the trigger to grow
the self-magnetic field and to achieve the high focusibility.

It is natural that the focus of the charged particle beams makes use of
their current. Due to the space charge, the pinch effect appears only when
the beam with the total current of more than 2 MA is focused within
several-mm radius. If the pulse power system can supply such a beam, this
kind of focus is suitable for ICF application.
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Fig.2 The map of the beam particles in the drift region at 30 nsec. The
density of the background plasma is 0.5 Torr.
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Fig.3 The relation between the plasma density and the beam total current
at the focal spot with respect to the charge and current
neutralizations. The dark shaded region shows ft < 1, and the light
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Fig.4 The map of the beam particles in the drift region at 30 nsec. Around
the focal spot, 3-Tesla azimuthal magnetic field is applied externally.
The density of the background plasma is 2.0 Torr.
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Fig.5 The same relation of Fig.3 between the plasma density and the beam
total current at the focal spot with respect to the charge and current
neutralizations, in the case that 3-Tesla magnetic field is applied in
the azimuthal direction.
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Abstract

The effects due to the electrostatic field caused at the two edges are discussed.
This intense electric field (about 105 V/m ~ 106 V/m) is caused by the non-
neutrality of the ion- beam-charge, and it would destroy the beam equilibrium,
thus the beam propagation will be in difficulty. It is proposed to inject electron
beam at the same time the injection of ion beam to neutralize the ion-beam-
charge. In this case, the plasma channel may be required to suppress the ion
beam expansion by thermal diffusion. The channel current is order of 10s A. If
it is difficult to obtain this channel current technically, the method to remain the
self-current of the ion beam is proposed. The radial expansion would be
suppressed and pinched by self-azimuthal-magnetic-field. The axial expansion
would be suppressed about 1/4 of the case of channel propagation.

§1. Introduction

The minimum requirement for the light ion beam (LIB) is to propagate in the
reactor cavity without severe instabilities. As to the LIB, it is required that the
beam charge must be neutralized almost completely, because the LIB is a mass of
the charged particles. The beam will diverge unless the charge neutralization.
At leading and trailing parts of the beam, however, back electrons that compose
the back ground plasma may not neutralize the beam charge. Such a situation
will be caused by electron inertia when the beam propagates with a large velocity
( about 1/10 of the velocity of light ). Hence, strong electrostatic field appears
there. The affection owing to these electrostatic field has not been noticed so far.
In reality, however, this field is order of 106 V/m and the beam particles scatter
out without special confine method. In experiments in which strong ion currents
were extracted, ion beam did not focus and propagate well. This uncomfortable
bad results may originate from this effect near the leading edge.

In this article, we propose to inject the electron beam simultaneously with the
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ion beam in order to prevent the divergence according to the charge non-
neutralization. To confine the ion beam, the channel propagation is considered
as one method and this channel current will suppress the beam divergence. If we
can control the velocity or the number density of the electron beam properly,
however, the ion beam will be confined by self magnetic field without plasma
channel.

§2. The electrostatic field at leading edge
In order to establish the inertial confinement fusion for practical use, the

requirement for total energy input to the target is about 12MJ. The beam energy
is 2MJ assuming the 6 beams injection. From the standpoint of the beam-target
coupling, the beam particle energy have an optimum value. When we use
hydrogen ion as the ion source, the optimum particle energy is about 4MeV and
then beam propagating velocity and number density are decided respectively as
vibt=3xlO7 m/s and n.6«5xl022/m3. The suffixes ib denotes the ion beam and z

refers to the ^-component. These values are not altered remarkably unless the
target design is altered. Let's consider the situation that such an intense light
ion beam is injected into the fully ionized neutral plasma. The number density
profile of leading edge of the beam is schematically explained in Fig.l.

charge non-neutralizing region

I / _ 1 v*
4 J ' r« *v

>- *

Fig.l Charge non-neutralization at the leading edge

Here v is the plasma frequency of background plasma. The beam propagates
about 10'4 m till background electrons neutralize the beam charge, hence the
beam ion can not be neutralized enough at the leading edge. In Fig.l, Ha denotes
the number density of non- neutralized beam particles. Excluding the electron
motion, the plus ion number density arise per unit time, at the leading part of
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the beam, as

dnA nM
An+~-Vit,— va, . (1)

OZ Z\

The increasing of the plus ions induces the electrostatic field and back electrons
gather to the leading part of the ion beam, but the back electrons can not move
instantaneously by its inertia. A constant number density of non-neutralized
particles is expressed as

n» ~ ——»*> ~ 1.1 xlO1* /m3 . (2)

Here plasma frequency of background plasma is Vf, - 2.6X10I2/J and z, - 0.5m. This

static charge non-neutralization induces the following electrostatic fields at the

leading part of the beam as the maximum value,

E f f . W*™. 3J7X10' V/m ,

flu* - y*"*1"1 (r, + / - V'J + rj) - 7.51 xlO8 V/m ,

where rh is the beam radius, / the beam length, and suffixes r and z refer to the
^direction and «-direction respectively. The suffix 1 refers to the value of the
leading part. The beam divergent distance (radius), when the beam propagate
the reactor cavity which radius is L, is estimated by

1 '«.£,- j e&riiHtoLAr r - . (3)
2 ma %TB)£\>zr>k

Here r is the propagating time in the reactor cavity. As the required beam energy
is invariant, eq.(3) should be expressed by using the beam energy (Eb—2MJ)
instead of beam number density nM as,

9.l9xlOM , 4 ,

where A is the mass number of the ion. The value Ar can be estimated as fol-

lows by substituting some parameters.
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Table 1. Comparison of beam divergent distances given by some
different parameters.

A

A

rb (cm)
*. (/m3)

vibz (m/s)

r (m) (proton)
r (m) (lithium)

0.5
1023

3xlO7

21
2.4

1
1024

5xlO7

0.7
7.8 xlO"2

1
1025

5xlOr

0.23
2.5 xlO"2

10
1026

5xl07

7.4 xlO-3

8.2x10-*

From a point of view to prevent the divergence, the large beam radius becomes
an advantage to propagate given constant energy to the target. From this rea-
son, the beam should propagate keep large radius instead that the beam converge
to small radius at the entrance of the channel. Further more, the sudden beam
convergence makes the beam temperature high, so that the beam pressure
becomes high. As to the convergency, these are efficient to increase the number
density of back plasma and to increase the beam velocity. From the table 1, it is
efficient clearly for beam propagation to use ion species which mass number is
large.

§3. Ion-electron hybrid beam in plasma channel

It is considered that to prevent the divergence of the beam completely is
almost impossible by control of its own parameters. Because of this, some exter-
nal actions will be required for stable propagation. In this section, ion-electron
hybrid beam is proposed. The electron beam injected simultaneously has the
same number density and the same velocity with the ion beam, then the charge
of the ion beam will be compensated completely. The ion beam current is can-
celled out and the beam will diverge by its own thermal pressure. The plasma
channel is required in such a situation and the magnetic field in the azimuthal
direction confines the ion beam (see Fig.2).
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expansion
reb I electron beam current ^ of electron beam

target

Fig.2 Schematic model of ion-electron hybrid beam in plasma chanr^l

In this scheme, the energy share of the electron beam is 1/1800 of the ion beam

and is negligible. If we estimate the mean free path of the electron beam,

is obtained. Here, the particle energy of the electron beam is assumed to 4 keV

and converted into the electron temperature. This result indicates that the elec-

tron beam can be treated as collisionless also. The basic equations for ion-

electron hybrid beam are expressed as

—
at— - + (v,.V)i z\ = -Vp, + e«n,(B +v ,xB)

t

x\ ib,eb,i,e ,

VxB

VxE - —
dt '

V-B = 0 ,

V-D - e(na - "a, + n; - n«) .

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Here the subscript ib refers to the ion beam, eb the electron beam, i the back ion
and e the back electron. The back ion is assumed to be at rest. The channel
current to be required to confine the ion beam is estimated from the balance of
force. If we put nib - nA ,ni=ne and v,v = vrt from the precedent assumption, the
balance equation of the system is obtained as follows:
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0 - Vpit + en,T€xB . (11)

It is the Lorentz force of the channel current by back electron, to suppress the
divergence of the ion beam by the thermal pressure. The distribution of the
number density of the ion beam is assumed to be a quadratic equation,

na(r) - or* + * , (12)

o—2.88X1027 ,

6-7.2x10" .

The magnetic field to azimuthal direction is obtained by eq.(7) as

IB, B,
ar r

thus

1

Then the pressure distribution is obtained from eq.(ll) as

thus

Pa • ~Phi(*ntvKl)
i(rl - r2) . (14)

The maximum value of the ion beam temperature is estimated by using the

kinetic energy of ^direction as follows:

where »)tr - 0vfe {tan 6 - <j>) (see Fig.3).
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focal point

diode

Fig.3

The radius of the diode is RD=20 cm, the focal length is Lf—5 m and <^mU(=0.04.
Here the focal length is assumed to be the same length of the propagating length
in order to reduce the pressure based on the thermal motion. Then the maximum
value of the pressure is estimated as

Hence by using eq.(14) and (15), the channel current is estimated through the

velocity of back electrons as follows:

( n u - -2.94 x 10s m/« )

/c - -wrlev^n, - 3.7xlOs A ,

la, " Tjeojklnii - 1.8xlOT A ,

thus we obtain the relation

U-±I* • (16)

Here the subscript c denotes the channel. About 1/50 of the ion beam current

will be required for the channel current.

§4. Self field pinch of ion-electron hybrid beam
In the section 3, it became clear that 1/50 of the ion current is required to

confine the ion beam against the thermal pressure. If the ion beam charge at the
edges can be cancelled out and remain 1/50 of the ion current, the plasma chan-
nel will be unnecessary any more. By keeping the velocity or the number density
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of the election beam under control, the ion beam will be pinched by its self
current. The velocity profile of the electron beam is assumed as Pig.4 and
number density is constant to z-direction at initial state.

->• Z

Fig.4 The velocity profile of the electron beam injected simultaneously.

From eq.(6) the following solution is derived as to the change of number density
with time,

* (17)

This solution for t is interpreted graphically in Fig.5.

Fig.5 The change of the number density of electron beam with time

The number density of the electron beam decrease with time, however, thus
change is rather slow. The back electrons can follow up the change of charge
rather easily. The rate of increase of plus beam ion accompanying the decrease
of the number density of electron beam is expressed per unit volume and unit

time as,

A n _ _ (18)
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This value is relieved comparing to the eq.(l). Thus the divergent distance is
relaxed to 1/4 of the case of without electron beam. The divergent distance in
table 1 is relaxed to 1/4 and it seems that there is a possibility to be relieved
from the divergence of the ion beam.
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[Abstract]
Electric fields at the head of a light ion beam propagating in a plasma are

analytically investigated. It is assumed that a background plasma consists of
mobile electrons and immobile ions, and the electric fields are induced through
the response of the plasma electrons to a beam. A beam has a finite radius and
extends from it's head to z = - oo, where z axis is taken along the beam axis. It is
assumed that the beam is unaffected by the interaction with the background
plasma. In the case of a beam having a density profile with zero rise time ( | dn»
/dz | = oo, m s beam density) at the head of the beam, strong electric field* are
induced in radial and axial direction. Their maximum values are order of 10* V/m
for typical parameters for LIB fusion. In the case of a beam with finite rice time (
I dru/dz | = m/L = finite), electric fields are decreased by a factor v./(&>L)

from the electric fields derived in the case of | dn»/dz I = oo. Electric fields
become to the order of 10 V/m when L = 10 cm, where v, is beam velocity andu> i*
the electron plasma frequency of the background plasma.

§ 1. Introduction
When an intense light ion beam (LIB) is injected into plasma, electric fields

are induced by charge of the beam and temporal change of magnetic flux at the
head of the beam. Charge of the beam is not perfectly neutralized at the head of
the beam because the beam has a large propagating velocity (1/10 of the light
velocity). However, most studies of propagating beam have been carried out
without consideration of the electric fields at the head of the beam. Hammer and
Rostoker" made a theoretical analysis of a relativistic electron beam (REB)
propagating in a plasma, and demonstrated that at the head of the beam there is
a region of plasma oscillations of the background electrons and when this
oscillations have been damped ( | z-v, t | > 2v»X), the beam charge density has
been neutralized, where z axis is taken in the beam propagating direction, and
v« is the beam velocity and T is a collisional momentum relaxation time for
electron. They also suggested that the electric fields induced by the
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electromagnetical effect have been more quickly clamped ( | z-v,t I > c/">) for
cold plasma, where "> is the electron plasma frequency. However they have not
made quantitative evaluation about the electric fields at the head of the beam. If
the large electric fields are induced, the beam will expand and cannot propagate
to a target. In fact, recently Kaneda and Niu reported that the large electric
fields ( ~ 10 V/m) were induced at the head of the beam for rotating LIB.
Therefore, in this paper we will check the strength of the electric fields at the
head of a non rotating LIB by using the result derived by Hammer and Rostoker.
They derived expressions of several quantities such as the electric fields,
magnetic fields and charge density, through the response of the electrons in the
background plasma to the REB by using linear perturbation theory. In this
paper we assume that the beam extends from it's head to z = - oo, and has a
constant radius b and constant velocity v,. We treat two cases of beams having
different density profile, i.e., a beam with zero rise time ( I dn»/dz | = oo ) and
one with finite rise time ( | dn>/dz | - n /L = finite) at the head of the beam.
From these analysis, it is derived that the strong electric fields ( ~ 10 V/m) are
induced at the head of the beam for typical fusion parameter in the case of the
beam with zero rise time, and these electric fields are reduced to order of 10 V/m
for the beam with finite rise time when L = 10 cm. Our analysis is valid when n» >>
nt>, because the perturbation theory is used, where n» and fy are density of the
beam and the background plasma.

§ 2. Analysis of induced electric field
It is assumed that a background plasma is three-dimensionally infinite,

homogeneous, and charge neutralized, and consists of mobile electrons and
immobile ions. A beam is a cylindrical proton beam, and assumed to propagate
with constant velocity v. which is much larger than the thermal velocity of the
background plasma, and to have a constant radius b during it's propagation. At
an initial time, t = 0, the beam extends from z = - oo to z = 0 along the z axis
(Fig.l). By assuming that the effect of the beam on the background plasma is
small, linear perturbation theory can be used. This in turn requires that the
plasma density is large compared with the beam density (np >> m)<

The analysis is carried out in the rest frame of the beam. As the basic
equations, fluid equations for the background electrons (the equation of
continuity and motion) and Maxwell's equations are used, and linearizing these
equations, the fluid equations and the Maxwell equations for the perturbed
quantities are obtained. The perturbed electric field iE{s, )k) is derived from the
Fourier-Laplace transform of these equations, where s and k are the Laplace and
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Fourier transform variables. Furthermore, the electric field 4E(t -• oo, «) for t -•
oo is obtained through the inverse Fourier transform and by using the
final-value theorem of Laplace transform theory. Finally, the electric fields are
transformed into the laboratory frame.

2-1. Electric field induced by beam with zero rise time
The beam density profile with zero rise time at the head of the beam is chosen

as shown in Fig.2, where A is the charge density of the beam. As a result of the
analysis' , the expressions of the electric fields iEr and iEt induced in radial and
axial directions are derived for z-vot < 0 and t -• ao

(2)

the upper (lower) line is for r < b (r > b), and iEr.i have arguments (x,t-*oo ),
where b, v» , nt are the beam radius, velocity, density, u> is the electron plasma
frequency, c is the light velocity, T is an electron collisional momentum relaxation
time, and e, is the dielectric constant of the vacuum. In and Km are modified
Bessel functions of the first and second kind, and P' is the Va. integral defined
by

(3)

where ki is the component of Ik perpendicular to * t, and Jn is the Bessel function.
The profiles of the electric fields 4E,. and iEi are shown in Fig.3, 4 and Fig,5, 6 for
the following parameters: b = 5 X lO^m, n* = 1 X 10u D J , n f = l X 10** ms , v. = 3 X
107 m/s. Where n»eb/ e. = 9.0 x 10" V/m, and the amplitude of the oscillations
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decays exponentially in the z direction with the scale length 2\sx , and the
number of oscillation within this length is given by V.T /(2 | z, | ), where z, =
-(vo /u>)(rt/2). Thus far we have shown only the electrostatic fields, but a
component of electric fields induced by electroraagnetic effect also exists. This is
discussed in Sec.3, From the above results, maximum values of &Er and 4Ei are
liEh.«»«| = 4.79 X 10' V/m and MI = 9.58 X 107 V/m.

2-2. Electric field induced by beam with finite rise time
Next, we assume the beam density profile has finite rise time at the head of

the beam as shown in Fig.7. where L = v. T (T = beam rise time), and beam radius
is b. For this beam we have the expressions of the electric fields

<4-a)

-At H (4-b)
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whei-e, we have defined (1 / L)(v.
defined by

as a factor F, and AS is the k*. integral

J.(
(6)

From these expression, it is found that electrostatic parts of the electric fields
( 6Ey )L and { iEt ),. are factor F times smaller than that of JE» and AEf, and
electromagnetic parts of ( £Er )L and ( JEt ),. are factor Fc/v. times smaller than
the corresponding parts of *E>- and <Et. The terms including the integral P come
from the electromagnetic effect. Numerically the factor F is 5.33 X 10** when L =
10 cm.

§ 3. Discussion and conclusion
We have analysed the electric fields at the head of the LIB by using the

method of Hammer and Rostoker. The beam has a finite radius and extends from
it's head to z = - oo, and it is assumed that the beam is unaffected by the
interaction with the background plasma, and has constant velocity and radius
during it's propagation. The plasma density should be large compare with the
beam density. At the head of the LIB oscillations of electric fields were induced
and damped exponentially as exp{(z - v. t) / (2V.T)}. Here, we will discuss the
oscillations of the electric fields at the head of the beam. When LIB is injected
into plasma, electron fluid in the background plasma rushes into the beam so as
to neutralize the charge of the beam, and as a result, plasma oscillation of the
electron fluid is set up. The plasma oscillations are dumped by the collisions of
electrons with beam particles, and all the charge of the beam is neutralized.
However, at the head of the beam, the charge is not shielded because of large
velocity (1 / 10 of the light velocity) of the beam. In Fig.3 and Fig.5, I z, I is
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the length which the beam ion travels within one period of plasma oscillation.
Within the width | z, | from the head of the beam, charge cannot be
neutralized. This is the electrostatic phenomena. On the other hand there is the
electromagnetic effect which is effective within the skin depth (= c /w,) from the
edge of the beam. In Eq.(l) and (2), the first terms express the electrostatic
fields and the second terms express the electric fields induced by
electromagnetic effect. The first terms decay in proportion to exp{(z - v»t)/2-%t}.
As shown by Eq.(3), the second terms having maximum value at | z - v. t | = 0
are proportional to exp{-(<*> / c) | z - vot | } which decays faster than the first
terms. When | z - v, t | =0 , P*(z - v, t) can be analytically integrated, and it
gives -2.39 X 107 V/m for second term of SE,.. This value is comparable to 4.79 X
10 V/m of the first term. For the region | z - v.t | > c/<*f, contribution from
the second term can be neglected. Hence we demonstrated only the electrostatic
component of the electric fields in Fig.3 — Fig.6.

For the case of the beam with a density profile of zero rise time at the head,
large electric fields of order of 107 V/m are induced. These large electric fields
may actually affect a propagation of the beam. For the case of the beam density
with finite rise time, the electric fields are decreased by a factor F (= v, / (<*>L)>
from the electric fields derived in the case of zero rise time. For example, the
max. values of the electric fields became the order of 10 V/m when L = 10 cm.
However, in these analysis we assumed that the beam is not influenced by
electromagnetic field. This is valid when the beam density is very small and can
be treated only a perturbation to the plasma. However this may not be the case in
the practical LIB fusion situation.
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